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1 Introduction

Sputtering is the removal of materials from the surface of a solid through the
impacting of energetic particles. The materials released from the bombarded
surface consist predominantly of neutral atoms and secondary ions positively or
negatively charged [Be81], [Be91]. The sputtering process has been the subject
of scientific investigations for long time. First discussions over the sputtering
by atomic beams were already underway at the beginning of the last century
[St08], [St09], [Hi27]. Besides atomic species, the flux of sputtered particles
contains an abundant fraction of agglomerates of two or more atoms; these
species were called sputtered clusters. R. Honig [Ho58] was the first to report
on sputtered clusters in 1958s, he succeeded in detecting positively charged
silver dimers within the flux of particles emitted by sputter erosion of cathode
in a gas discharge. Hortig and Müller [Ho69] observed negative clusters with
a size up to 60 Ag−n atoms when they bombarded polycrystalline silver (which
was partly covered in Cs in order to enhance negative formation) with 15 keV
Kr+. This record in cluster size was only broken by Katakuse et al .[Ka85],
[Ka86], who found Ag+n clusters containing up to more than 200 atoms sputtered
from polycrystalline silver under bombardment with 10 keV Xe+ ions. In fact,
the secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) suffers primarily from the strong
matrix effects i.e. the flux of a specific kind of particles changes not only
as a function of the surface concentration of this specific particle type, but
mainly due to the presence of other elements at the surface. Due to this effect,
the quantification based on the SIMS signal is difficult. Therefore, it is very
essential to investigate the sputtered neutral species.

Therefore, several attempts have been made to study sputtered neutral clus-
ters that have to be post-ionized prior the detection by analytical techniques.
A highly successful investigation of sputtered neutral clusters was performed in
the seventies of last century, when Oechsner and Gerhard determined the abun-
dance of neutral dimers and trimers sputtered from various metallic samples by
sub-keV Ar+ ions. In these experiments the neutral species were post-ionized
by means of low pressure RF argon plasma sustained by electron cyclotron wave
resonance [Oe74], [Oe78]. After several years this work was continued by Gnaser
et al. [Gn89] and Franzreb et al [Fr90] by using an electron beam impact to
post-ionize neutral species. Due to the relatively low ionization efficiency of
both plasma and electron impact post-ionization methods, the size of sputtered
neutral clusters detected experimentally was for a long time limited to very
small clusters containing less than five atoms.

C. H. Becker [Be84], was the first to utilize the non-resonant multipho-
ton ionization to post-ionize sputtered neutral clusters. By bombarding copper
under Ar+ ions at impact energy of several kilovolts, he observed atoms and
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dimers. As a consequence, laser has became routinely being used to post -
ionizing neutral sputtering species with a high post-ionization efficiency [Co91],
[Co93], [Co94], [Wu93a], [Wu93b]. Using this technique, a large number of
sputtered neutral clusters for several metals has been detected. In addition,
spectra of kinetic energy distributions of sputtered particles were determined.
The mass spectrometry of secondary neutrals (SNMS) has two major advan-
tages: (i) the ionization efficiency is increased compared to SIMS process, (ii)
matrix effects are reduced because the sputtered neutral particles are ionized
after they have left the target body and when the chemical environment has
lost the most of its influence [Wu001].

So far, numerous studies have been conducted to determine the factors af-
fecting the enhancement of sputtering yield i.e., the number of particles emitted
per the number of incident [Be81]. These studies pointed out the secondary ion
yields depend strongly on the electronic and chemical properties of the surface of
solids. Purposeful modification of surface chemistry to obtain a high secondary
ion yield has been achieved by the judicious selection of the bombarding ion
species. In particular, Andersen [An70], [An73] demonstrated drastically higher
positive secondary ion yields were obtained under bombardment by ions of an
electronegative element e.g. O+2 than by inert gas e.g. Ar+. Andersen at-
tributed this enhancement to the increased surface work function of oxidized
metal. On the basis of these observations, the oxygen ions O+2 are routinely used
for sputtering in positive secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) to enhance
detection sensitivities [Be75]. In more detail, high secondary ion yields are ob-
served for these elements that can be completely oxidized and form strong ionic
bonds with oxygen [Be75]. However, the secondary ion yields may be decreased
up to several orders of magnitude either for elements that form weak bonds
with oxygen or are only partially oxidized under O+2 bombardment [St77].

Since the halogen elements (e. g. fluorine F+ ions) are higher reactive with
metal than oxygen, one would expect strong metal-fluoride bonds compared
to metal oxides. Therefore, higher secondary ion yields will be expected for
elements that only partially oxidize with oxygen under bombardment by pro-
jectiles containing fluorine. To address this point, Reuter and coworkers [Re87],
[Re88a], [Re88b] have investigated experimentally the ionization probabilities
and relative sputtered yields produced from different target metals bombarded
with O+2 and F

+
2 or CF

+
3 . Their studies demonstrated the use of F

+
2 or CF

+
3 as

projectiles leads to a drastic increase in both ionization probability and ionic
sputtered yield for elements that have weak oxide bonds with oxygen. As a
consequence, SF+5 projectile has been demonstrated to be very effective in sec-
ondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) of organic surface. Such projectile has
two advantages: (i) it has F atoms that enhance the secondary ion yields as
mentioned previously (ii) it is a polyatomic projectile that leads to significant
enhancements of both the total Ytot and partial YX sputtering yield of secondary
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cluster ions ( Ytot: the average number of target atoms sputtered per impinging
projectile & YX the average number of a certain sputtered species per imping-
ing ion ) [An93], [Ap89]. More specifically, it has been shown that particularly
the signal measured for complex molecular ions is drastically enhanced under
SF+5 bombardment as compared to usually employed rare gas or O

+
2 projectile

ions [Ha98], [Ko98a], [St98], [Gi98], [Gi2000]. A similar enhancement was ob-
served when a Si (100) surface is bombarded with SF+5 and SF

+
in comparison to

Xe+ [Ya98]. These observations suggest that the relative abundance of clusters
among the sputtered flux may also be enhanced, if the surface is bombarded
with SF+5 ions as compared to rare gas ion projectiles of the same kinetic energy.
[Ya2000].

In most of these experiments, only the charged fraction of the sputtered
flux (secondary ions) has been analyzed. Since it is known that the majority of
sputtered particles leaves a metal surface as neutrals, it is not clear whether the
secondary ion yield enhancements observed in the literature are caused by an
enhancement of the partial sputtering yield of complex species or rather relate
to an enhanced ionization probability, i.e., the probability that a sputtered
particle becomes ionized in the course of the emission process. It is therefore
necessary to perform similar experiments detecting the corresponding sputtered
neutral species.

The present work is intended to examine previously observations on SF+5
projectiles in comparison to monoatomic projectiles by investigation both of
ionic and neutral particles sputtered from a metallic surface under otherwise
identical conditions. In order to get more information about the effect of fluo-
rine nuclearity in projectile ions on the formation of sputtered clusters we have
used SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5) projectiles. As a first step, indium metal is selected for
investigation since: (i) the largest neutral sputtered clusters have been observed
for indium under rare gas ion bombardment [St002] and (ii) the photo-ionization
of sputtered neutral indium atoms and clusters is easily saturated using single
photon ionization at a convenient wavelength of 193 nm [St002]. In second
step, silver is selected as a target surface to expand our work. In this respect,
it is well known that (i) the rare gas ion bombardment of a silver surface pro-
duces relatively large amounts of Agn clusters [St2000] and (ii) for this element
a large database on sputtering of clusters under various sputtering conditions
is already available in literature. Therefore, our results can be compared with
the published data. In a third step, the experiments are repeated in a differ-
ent ultrahigh vacuum system containing an X-ray photoelectron spectrometer
in order to obtain more information about the surface chemistry of silver sub-
jected to SF+m bombardment and to determine the concentration of fluorine of
bombarded surface as a function of projectile nuclearity.

The thesis is organized as follows: after the introduction, Chapter 2 pro-
vides the physical basis of the sputtering process and describes the different
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kinds of sputtering events.
Chapter 3 presents an overview about the studies that have been done

experimentally and theoretically on the formation of sputtered clusters. More-
over, an overview about the influence of reactive ion bombardment on secondary
ion yields is given.

Chapter 4 describes the experimental setup and different equipments that
have been used in the present work.

Chapter 5 displays the time synchronization between target potential, pri-
mary ion and ionizing laser: Further, the basic principles of measurements in
the laser SNMS technique employed in the present work will be described.

Chapter 6 discusses the photo-ionization process of sputtered species by
the laser beam.

Chapter 7 displays the obtained experimental results, which contain in-
vestigations of the bombarded surface by (i) time-of-flight mass spectrometry
(TOF-MS) connected with a UV laser system and (ii) X-ray photoelectron
spectrometry (XPS)

Chapter 8 presents the summary, the conclusions of the present work and
an outlook for future research.
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2 Physical basis of the sputtering process

2.1 Description of sputtering process

The sputtering process can be described qualitatively, at least for amorphous
and polycrystalline samples, by the Sigmund collisional sputtering theory [Si69],
[Be81], [Si87]. In this theory an impinging primary ion experiences a series
of collisions in the target material, recoiling atoms with sufficient energy go
through secondary collisions and create further generations of recoiling atoms.
The recoil atoms have a chance to leave the target surface as secondary ions, if
they have enough energy to overcome the surface binding energy. The majority
of sputtered particles emitted from clouds of high order recoil atoms has very
low energies (several electron volts) and originate from the uppermost atomic
layers of the target. The major concepts of the collisional picture of sputtering
theory are found in the reviews of Sigmund [Be81], Thompson [Th81]. They
can be summarized as follows:

• Stopping of the projectile via energy loss to target atoms (nuclear stopping
power and electronic stopping power);

• Occurrence of a linear collision cascade;

• Escape of certain recoil atoms through the surface potential energy bar-
rier;

Sigmund had also succeeded to compute the sputtering yield Y, which is
defined as

Y =
mean number of sputtered particles

incident particles

Sigmund,s general yield expression is given by:

Y (E) = ΛαNSn (E) (1)

Where Λ is a material constant including the range of displaced target atoms
and the probability of the ejection of an atom at the surface, α is a dimensionless
correction factor, N is the atomic density of the target, and Sn (E) is the nuclear
stopping cross section as a function of the initial energy E of the projectile.
Sigmund,s yield expression takes low and high energy forms. For ion energies
smaller than 1 keV the yield is:

Y (E) =
3

4π2
α
γE

U0
(2)

Where γ is the energy transfer mass factor for elastic collisions that will be
defined in Eq. (15), and U0 is the surface binding energy, which is defined as
the minimum energy needed to remove an atom from the surface. As a general
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rule, Sigmund used thermodynamic data (heat of sublimation) for U0. For
energies greater than 1 keV the yield given by

Y (E) =

³
0.042Å−2

´
αSn (E)

U0
(3)

In order to estimate the nuclear stopping cross section for elastic collisions
Sn, assume that an projectile ion with atomic number Z1 and atomic mass
M1 moving with velocity v collides with an target having atomic number Z2
and atomic mass M2. It is known that in elastic scattering the energy and
momentum of the projectile are the same before and after collision, the change
in momentum is given by

∆P =

Z ∞

−∞
F0dt (4)

∆P =
1

v

Z ∞

−∞
F0dx (5)

where F0 is the component of the force acting on the ion perpendicular to its
incident direction.

r b

x

y

M 1 V

Figure 1: Approximation diagram for the change of momentum

By using the geometry of Fig. 1 the force may be rewritten with r =
(x2 + b2)1/2 , therefore:

F0 = −∂V (r)
∂y

= −
∂V

³¡
x2 + b2

¢1/2´
∂b

(6)

Then

∆P = −1
v

∂

∂b

Z ∞

−∞
V
³p

x2 + b2
´
dx (7)
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The interaction potential between two atoms Z1 and Z2 can be written in the
form of a screened coulomb potential using χ as the screening function,

V (r) =
Z1Z2e

2

r
· χ
³r
a

´
(8)

where a is the Thomas-Fermi screening length, given by

a =
0.8853a◦³

Z
2/3
1 + Z

2/3
2

´1/2
where a◦ is the Bohr radius, 0.529 Å.

Figure 2: The screening function χ in the Moliere approximation. At r = a, the value of the screening
function has dropped to about 0.4 in support of the choice of a as an approximation for the atomic
size. Also the screening function χ = a/r and a/2r are shown [Fe86]

It is well known that the screening function has several values depending
on the kind of potential (Fig. 2). We put χ

¡
r
a

¢
= a

2r , this value is the most
appropriate to describe the linear collision cascade. Now Eq. (8), becomes

V (r) =
Z1Z2e

2a

2r2
(9)

by substituting Eq.(9) into (7) we obtain on

∆P = −1
v

∂

∂b

Z ∞

0

Z1Z2e
2a

x2 + b2
dx =

πZ1Z2e
2a

2vb2
(10)
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where the total energy T transfer to the recoiling nucleus is given by

T =
∆P 2

2M2
=

π2Z21Z
2
2e
4a2

8M2v2b4
(11)

The total cross section of a scattering process is determined by the change of
differential cross section dσ (T ) for transferred energy between T and T + dT

dσ (T ) = −2πb (T ) db (12)

by solving Eq. (11) with respect to b, calculating db and inserting it into Eq.
(12) we obtain

dσ (T ) = − π2Z1Z2e
2a

8
p
M2/M1E

T 3/2dT (13)

Where E = 1
2M1V

2 is the initial kinetic energy of the projectile. It is convenient
to express this result in terms of the maximum energy transfer in elastic collision
Tmax , where

Tmax =
4M1M2

(M1 +M2)
E = γE (14)

and

γ =
4M1M2

(M1 +M2)
(15)

Then we get

dσ = −π
2Z1Z2e

2a

4T
1/2
m

M1

(M1 +M2)
T−3/2dT (16)

The nuclear stopping cross section is given by

Sn = −
Z Tmax

0
Tdσ = −

Z Tmax

0
−π

2Z1Z2e
2a

4
√
Tm

· M1

M1 +M2
·T− 3

2dT =
π2Z1Z1e

2aM1

2 (M1 +M2)
(17)

The nuclear stopping power dE/dx is the product of the cross section and the
atomic density of target N , therefore we have

dE/dx = NSn = N
π2Z1Z1e

2aM1

2 (M1 +M2)
(18)

Note that the dE/dx with this approximation of χ is independent of energy.
This result is in contrast to the dependence of nuclear stopping power on the
energy of projectile that is observed in experimental work (see Fig. 3). In order
to estimate a general form for Sn, a more widely used form of the interaction
potential is:
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V (r)αr−1/m (19)

where m is an energy dependent parameter varies from m = 1 at high energies
to m ≈ 0 at very low energies. By inserting Eq. (19) into Eq. (7) the change
of cross section dσ (T ) becomes

dσ (T ) = CmE
−mT−(1+m)dT ; 0 ≤ T ≤ Tmax (20)

where Cm is constant, a general form for the nuclear stopping cross section is

Sn(E) =
1

1−m
· Cmγ

1−mE1−2m (21)

The last equation gives good information on the behavior of Sn at different
ion energies. It is predicted that at low energies, where (m ≈ 0) the Sn(E)
should increase linearly with E, approaches a plateau at intermediate energies
(m ≈ 0.5) and falls off at higher energies (0.5 < m ≤ 1). At m = 1 the Sn(E)
should decrease like E−1, but diverges due to the 1

1−m factor. These results
are in good agreement with the experimental data on the sputtering yield of
amorphous silicon bombarded with Ar+ ions at different energy range (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: The energy dependence of the sputtering yield (Y ) of amorphous silicon bombarded with
Ar+ ions [An75].

On the basis of this result, Sn(E) depends on the atomic model that is used
to describe the interaction. In particular, on the form adopted for the screened
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Coulomb potential. The last equation can be rewritten in a more compact form

Sn (E) =

µ
4πae2Z1Z1M1

M1 +M2

¶
· sn ( ) (22)

where sn ( ) is a universal function depending on the detailed form adopted for
the screened Coulomb potential that has several proposed forms for different
screening approximations. is the reduced projectile energy given by

(E) =

·
aM1

Z1Z2e2 (M1 +M2)

¸
·E (23)

and defined as the projectile energy in the center of mass frame normalized by
the potential energy of the projectile-recoil combination when separated by the
screening length. The accurate value of the nuclear stopping power (dE/dx) is
given by

dE/dx = 4NπZ1Z1e
2a

M1

M2 +M1
· sn ( ) (24)

According to Lindhard and coworkers [Li63] the energy loss per unit length in
the target (stopping power) is given as the sum of nuclear Sn (E) and elec-
tronic Se (E) stopping powers, which describe the elastic and inelastic collision
respectively.

dE

dx
=

µ
dE

dx

¶
n

+

µ
dE

dx

¶
e

= −N (Sn (E) + Se (E)) (25)

The relative importance of the various interaction processes between the ion and
the target medium depends mostly on the ion velocity and on the charges of
the ion and target atoms. A comparison of the nuclear and electronic stopping
powers is shown in Fig. 4

It is seen that, in the first order at lower velocities ≤ 1 the nuclear
cross section increases linearly with energy reaching a plateau at intermediate
energy, and then decreases at higher energies. Contrary to nuclear stopping,
electronic stopping does not cause appreciable scattering of the penetrating
particles because of the small electron mass. At low projectile energies electronic
stopping is proportional to the particle velocity and can be neglected in the low
keV energy range. At higher velocities, for (v ≤ Z

2/3
1 e2/~) the nuclear stopping

decreases and electronic stopping becomes dominant at range of about MeV,
and the Se (E) in this range is given by Lindhard and Scharff [Li61] formula:

Se (E) ≈ ξe8πe
2a◦

Z1Z2
Z

v

e2/~
(26)
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Figure 4: Stopping power of an ion as function of its energy E. At the lowest ion velocities ( ≤ 1
Eq. 23) nuclear stopping dominates for heavy and medium mass ions (keV range and below), and is

competitive for light ions. At higher velocities, for (v ≤ Z
2/3
1 e2/~) nuclear stopping decreases and

electronic stopping becomes dominant (MeV range) according to Eq. (26) In this regime the projectile
is preferable neutral. Beyond the stopping power maximum, the Bethe regime Eq. (27) is approached
where the projectile is preferably stripped. In the extreme relativistic regime the electronic stopping
power increases again [Be81]

where Z = (Z2/31 + Z
2/3
2 )1/2 and ξe is a function of the atomic number Z1. At

very high projectile velocities (v >> e2/~) for protons and even higher heavier
particles, the Se described by Bethe,s form:

Se (E) =
4πe21Ze

mv

µ
log

2mv2

I
+ correction terms

¶
(27)

where e1 is the projectile charge, e the electron charge and I is the mean
ionization potential. Note that the range of validity of Eq. (27) is outside of
the scope of most sputtering experiments [Be81].

2.2 Classification of sputtering events

The atoms in the target surface can be sputtered, if the primary particles trans-
fer during the process of a collision cascade sufficient energy to an atom near
the surface, so that it can overcome the attractive surface binding energy and
escape to the vacuum. Depending on the energy of the recoiling target atoms
after collision with the projectile and on the spatial density of the recoils, it can
be distinguished between different collision cascade regimes [Be91].

2.2.1 Single knock-on regime

In the single knock-on regime only small energy is transferred between the pro-
jectile and target atoms. The recoil atoms at the target surface may receive
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sufficient energy to overcome the surface binding energy, and thus may be sput-
tered. The received energy is not enough to generate recoil cascades, then in
this regime only few collisions can occur (Fig. 5a). The Single knock-on sput-
tering may be expected, if a target is bombarded under low energy or for light
projectile such as H, He. In that case the projectile may be reflected from a
sub-surface atom.

Figure 5: A schematic representation of sputtering by elastic collision: (a) the single knock-on regime;
(b) the linear cascade regime; (c) the spike regime in which there is a high density of recoil atoms so
that most atoms in a certain volume are moving [Be81]

2.2.2 Linear-cascade regime

If the target is bombarded with projectiles of medium or high masses with
energies exceeding a few hundred eV, large energies are transferred to atoms
in the surface target leading to the evolution of larger collision cascades; it can
still be assumed that the collisions take place between a moving atom and an
atom at rest (Fig. 5b). Such a cascade is termed linear because the solving
of a Boltzmann transport equation describing the collision cascade is linearized
under the assumption that only collisions between a moving atom and atom
originally at rest occur. In this regime the sputtering yield Ylin was predicted
to scale linearly with the energy deposited in elastic collisions at the target
surface [Si69], [Si81] :

Ylin = ΛFD (x = 0) = Λα

µ
dE

dx

¶
(28)

Here, FD is the energy deposited per unit depth at the target surface given by

FD = αNSn (E) (29)

And α is a dimensionless function of the incidence angle θ and the mass ratio
M2/M1. In the linear cascade regime the dilute character of the cascade will
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prevent a strict overlap, only the number of moving atoms is about twice as
large as in the single knockon cascade.

2.2.3 Collision spike regime (nonlinear cascade)

At higher recoil densities, when the majority of atoms within the cascade volume
are simultaneously in motion, the cascade is said to have entered the spike
regime. In this case the projectile must have sufficiently high energy up to
10 keV and heavy atomic mass, to generate highly recoil densities of atoms in
target surface (Fig. 5c). For such a spike regime, experiment shows and theory
predicts that the sputter yield rises super-linearly with the energy deposited at
the target surface, and thus such a cascade has been termed nonlinear [Si81a].
The difference between a linear collision cascade and a spike regime is that only
a small fraction of the atoms are motion in a certain cascade volume in a linear
cascade, whereas all atoms move in a certain spike volume. Experimental this
difference is illustrated by bombardment with polyatomic projectiles [An75],
[Sa005]. The formula of the sputtering yield in thermal spike regime has been
estimated by Sigmund using thermodynamic concepts from kinetic gas theory
[Si81]. The expression for the thermal sputtering yield is given by

Yth = 0.0360
λ◦a2F ∗2

U2
g (U/kT◦) (30)

where λ◦ ' 24, a ' 0.219 Å are Born-Meyer constants and k Boltzmann con-
stant, U planar surface potential that confined an ideal gas (the surface bind-
ing energy), F ∗ is the energy deposited per unit track length at the surface
F ∗ ≈ FD and g a function given by

g (ξ) =
¡
1 + ξ − ξ2

¢
Exp(−ξ) + ξ3

Z ∞

ξ
dt · e−t/t (31)

By comparing between the sputtering yield for linear cascade Eq. (28) and
Eq. (30), the following observations may be made [Si81]:

• While Ylin is proportional with the deposited energy FD, Yth varies more
rapidly than proportional to F ∗2D , in view of the monotonic increase of
g (U/kT◦) with increasing F ∗.

• The relative significance of the thermal and linear sputtering increase with
increasing ratio of deposited energy and binding energy.

• For bombardment with polyatomic projectile (n-atomic), Yth increases
faster than n2, while Ylin is proportional to n at constant velocity.
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3 Formation of clusters during the sputtering pro-
cess

3.1 Experimental observation of sputtered clusters

Cluster ion emission has been studied for more than four decades [Ho58]. On the
other hand, neutral sputtered clusters have been actively studied only for three
decades after secondary neutral mass spectrometry SNMS (a technique able to
detect effectively neutral sputtering species) was developed [Oe74], [Oe78]. Nu-
merous studies have been devoted to investigate cluster emission in sputtering
process at different bombarding condition. The most of these studies were con-
ducted on metallic samples as model systems for purely collisional sputtering
conditions. In the following text, some of the historical sequence on experimen-
tal investigation of sputtered clusters will be outlined.

A detailed representation of the experimental work in the area of molecular
cluster sputtering until the end of the 1980s is found in an article of W. O.
Hofer in [Be91]. Honig [Ho58] was the first to report on cluster during the
sputtering of silver. He observed positively charged silver clusters up to 3
atoms when the sample surface was bombarded with noble gas ions at low
energy ranging from 30 to 400 eV. Hortig and Müller [Ho69] observed negative
clusters with a size up to 60 Ag−n atoms when they bombarded polycrystalline
silver (which was partly covered in Cs in order to enhance negative formation)
with 15 keV Kr+. This record in cluster size was only broken by Katakuse et al
.[Ka85], [Ka86], who found Cu+n , Ag

+
n and Au

+
n clusters containing up to more

than 200 atoms sputtered under bombardment with 10 keV Xe+ ions from the
metal surface of copper, silver and gold, respectively. In fact, the secondary
ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) suffers primarily from the strong matrix effects
for secondary ion yield i.e. the flux of a specific kind of particles changes not
only as a function of the surface concentration of this specific particle type,
but mainly due to the presence of other elements at the surface. Due to this
effect, a quantification based on the SIMS signal is difficult. Therefore, it is
very essential to investigate the sputtered neutral species.

In order to detect the sputtered neutral species, several early attempts have
been made to mass analyze the flux of sputtered neutral species. To post-ionize
such species, electron-beam arrangements have been used by Honig [Ho58] and
others [Sm63], as well as magnetically supported gas discharges by Cooper and
co-workers [Wo64]. These studies succeeded in detecting mass spectrometric
signals for sputtered neutral. However, the sensitivity was too low. Better
sensitivity was obtained with the so-called glow discharge mass spectrometry
(GDMS) described by Coburn and Kay [Co71]. In this method the plasma
in a high frequency diode as employed for RF sputtering was used to ionize
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neutral particles sputtered from the target under bombardment with plasma
ions. Post-ionization was obtained via penning ionization.

X+A∗ → X++A+e−

Involving a high collision rate between sputtered neutrals X and metastable
noble gas atom A∗. Gerhard and Oechsner [Ge75b] have used a low pressure
RF argon plasma maintained by electron cyclotron wave resonance to ionizing
neutral particles and they succeeded in detecting clusters up to 3 atoms.

Gnaser et al. [Gn89] as well as Franzreb et al. [Fr90] have succeeded to
determine masses and energy distributions of sputtered neutral clusters for sev-
eral metals and semiconductors by using an electron beam to post-ionize the
sputtered neutral species. Due to the relatively low ionization efficiency of both
plasma and electron impact post-ionization methods, the size of sputtered neu-
tral clusters detected experimentally was for a long time limited to very small
clusters containing at most five atoms.

Only in the end of eighties in last century, the detection of larger neutral
clusters became possible by the use of UV or VUV lasers to post-ionize the sput-
tered neutral species [Co91], [Wu93a], [Co93], [Co94], [Wa94] . In these experi-
ments, it is of great importance that photo-ionization of the neutral clusters is
achieved by absorption of a single photon. Therefore, a high ionization efficiency
and low fragmentation rates have been achieved. It has been demonstrated that
under these conditions the photo-ionization of sputtered neutral clusters can be
saturated at moderate laser power densities, and the partial sputtering yields
of clusters can therefore be determined from the measured data without prior
knowledge of photo-ionization cross sections [Co91], [Wu93a]. From these inves-
tigations, the relative formation of clusters and the distributions of their kinetic
energy were determined.

In the last two decades numerous experimental studies were accomplished to
investigate the formation of cluster during sputtering process. In the following,
we will briefly outline the most important results from the published data.

• It is well established that the neutral atoms and clusters are the main
products of sputtering from the surface in case of metallic targets [Be75].
The contribution of charged particles from metal targets, i.e. SIMS ions
only amounts from 10−3 to 10−4 depending on material and surface con-
ditions.

• In both cases ionic ( for large cluster size n) and neutral the sputtered
cluster yields exhibit a power law dependence on the cluster size n (Fig.
6)

Y (n)αn−δ (32)
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where n is a number of atoms in cluster. The exponent δ strongly depends
on the bombarded material [Co93], [Wu96] as well as on the bombard-
ing conditions such as energy and primary ion species [Wu93b], [Wa94],
[Co94], while it is apparently independent of the crystallographic struc-
ture of the target material [Wu94]. Fig. 6 shows the cluster abundance
distribution of ionic and neutral silver, the ionic clusters Ag+n sputtered
by 10-keV Xe+ ions and the neutral clusters Agn sputtered by 5 keV
Ar+ ions . It is seen that the neutral clusters decreases relatively fast
and the cluster ions exhibit a pronounced odd-even alternation ( this be-
havior will be discussed in more detail in Section 7. 1. 2). The power
law cluster distribution (Eq. 32) is found for a number of clusters (Aln
[Co93], [Wu96], Cun [Co93], [Co94] Inn [Ma94], [St002] , Agn, Tan and
Nbn [Wu96]). Therefore, this behavior seems to be a general feature of
cluster emission in sputtering. The values of δ which have been deter-
mined experimentally using mass-spectrometry techniques are in range
between 4 and 8, for those clusters containing up to approximately 40
atoms [Co91], [Wu93b]
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Figure 6: The relative yields of sputtered neutral and ionic silver clusters. The ionic clusters Ag+n
sputtered by 10-keV Xe+ ions [Ka86] and neutral clusters Agn sputtered by 5 keV Ar+ ions [Wu93a]

• So far no simple theoretical model of cluster formation in sputtering has
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been able to reproduce both the power law cluster mass distributions
and the high values of δ found experimentally. The only models predict-
ing a power law mass distribution are the shock wave model of Bitensky
and Parilis [Bi87], and the thermodynamic equilibrium model of Urbassek
[Ur88]. However, the values of δ in these models are found around 2 and
7/3 respectively. This prediction is quite different in comparison with
the high values of δ (ranging from 4 to 8) found experimentally. Quite
recently, Rehn et al [Re001], and Staudt et al [St002] pointed out exper-
imentally the formation of large sputtered clusters up to n > 500 atoms
(Rehn) or n > 50 (Staudt) may obey the shock wave or thermodynamic
model with an exponent δ of 2.

• High secondary ion yields are observed at the metal or organic surfaces
bombarded with a chemically reactive projectiles such as O+2 [Wi78], N

+
2

[Ma86], [Ma87], CF+3 [Re87], SF
+
5 [Gh002] and SF

+
m [Gh004] in comparison

to rare gas ions.

• A new method has been developed to determine ionization probability
α+,−, i.e. the probability that a sputtered particle becomes ionized in the
course of the emission process. The technique is based on measuring in
situ the yields of secondary ions and the corresponding sputtered neutral
species [Wa94]. Investigations of metal surfaces (Ag, Ta, Nb and Ge)
show that the ionization probability depends on cluster size n and varies
for different metals [He2000]. The measured ionization probability α+ is
found to be below 10−3 for sputtered Ag, Ta, Nb and Ge atoms. This
finding is in good agreement with the common sense that the formation
probability for atomic ions ejected from the respective sputter cleaned
metal surfaces is generally low. For small clusters containing less than
10 atoms, the ionization probability is found to increase strongly with in-
creasing nuclearity of the sputtered cluster. This behavior was observed
for all investigated metals, therefore may be considered as a general trend.
For larger clusters containing more than 10 atoms, the ionization proba-
bility α+ becomes fairly constant.

• In case of a clean metal surface the negative ionization probability α− is
found to be very small α−<< 1, therefore the α+ of positive ions represent
the only major contribution of sputtered secondary ions [Wu93b].

• An empirical relation of exponents δ and total sputtering yields Ytot (i.e.
the average number of atoms sputtered per impinging projectile) was re-
vealed for many combinations of projectile-target. The magnitude of the
exponent is found to be inversely correlated with total sputtering yield
(Ytot) of the target in a way which is depicted in Fig. 7. It can be seen
that large values of δ are connected with small values of Ytot and vice
versa. [Co93], [Wu96].
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Figure 7: Power law exponent δ of experimental cluster yield distribution vs. total yield [Wu96]

• The use of polyatomic projectiles (clusters composed of several atoms)
to bombard the target surface leads to non-linear enhancement effects,
i.e. the total sputtering yield Ytot may significantly exceed the sum of the
yields induced by the constituent atoms arriving separately with the same
impact velocity[An75].

3.2 Theoretical models of sputtered cluster

The modeling to describe the formation of clusters during the sputtering process
has been developed for a long time in order to gain a better understanding of the
mechanisms in this process and, to reproduce experimental quantities like the
mass abundance distribution, relative sputtering yield, ionization probability
as well as the kinetic energy of sputtered species. Several different theoretical
models have appeared in literature. The most important of them will be briefly
outlined in the following.

• Direct emission mechanism (DEM)

The principle idea in this model is based on the assumption that one sin-
gle collision takes place between a recoil atom from the collision cascade in
the target and a molecule already present at the target surface. These two
atoms may leave the surface as a molecule under condition: the relative kinetic
energy Ecmin the center-of-mass-system of the atoms must be low enough to
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prevent fragmentation (lower than the dissociation energy D of the correspond-
ing molecule), but the center-of-mass energy must be large enough to overcome
the binding force between the molecule and the surface [Ge75a],[Be95]. This
mechanism has been discussed in the literature several times starting with Ben-
ninghoven [Be73] followed by Oechsner et al.[Oe78], Sigmund et al.[Si86] and
others. These studies have demonstrated that this mechanism can be applied
for adsorbates and molecular solids but not for metals, since in metals and semi-
conductors the dissociation energy D of a dimer is typically smaller than the
surface binding energy (sublimation energy) U0. Therefore, the emission prob-
ability of an intact dimer is practically zero anyway under these conditions.

Figure 8: 1) In the direct emission mechanism energy is transferred in a collision to one constituent
of a diatomic molecule at the surface, whose dissociation energy D is large compared with the surface
binding energy U0 of the molecule. 2) In the atomic combination model two atoms receive simultane-
ously almost parallel momenta leading to their emission. A dimer is emitted if the sum of the relative
kinetic energies of the two emitted atoms is less than the dissociation energy of the dimer formed
[Hu96]

• Atomic combination mechanism (ACM)

This model proposed that dimers or larger clusters are formed from inde-
pendently ejected atoms, when they are emitted close enough in time and space
and their relative kinetic energies are less than the binding energy of the corre-
sponding clusters. The (ACM) model has been successfully applied by Gerhard
and Oechsner [Ge75a], [Ge75b] to describe the yields of sputtered metal dimers
and trimers for different targets as well as Können et al. [Kö74] have used it to
evaluate the kinetic energy distribution of sputtered clusters. Wucher and Wahl
[Wu96] have used the ACM to evaluate the yield for larger clusters in compari-
son with experimental results. Their studies demonstrated that at least for the
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case of large clusters the ACM does not provide an accurate description of the
cluster formation mechanism.

• Thermodynamic model
Urbassek et al [Ur88], [Ur96] pointed out the computer simulation results

show that thermalisation may occur of the target surface after bombarded with
energetic ions. This effect leads to the vaporization of a part of the irradiated
material, with concomitant strong cluster abundance. The predicted cluster size
distribution depends on the average energy density. For a small initial energy
density, only a small number of atoms evaporate from the bombarded metal
surface. For a high energy density, the solid atomizes, and clusters are formed
with an exponential cluster distribution. For intermediate energy densities,
prolific cluster formation is observed with a polynomial decay of the abundance
distribution. These results are discussed in the light of the critical point of
the gas-liquid phase transition. Depending on whether local thermodynamic
equilibrium is established in part of the irradiated volume and on temperature
with respect to the critical temperature when the system crosses the liquid-gas
coexistence curve, the predicted mass distribution can obey a power law with
an exponent of −7/3 or a combination of the two. This model was successfully
applied to fit mass distributions of Ar+n , N

+
n , Ni

+
n and [Cs(CsI)n]

+ [Ur88].

• Shock wave model
This model is proposed to describe the formation of large clusters (n > 3)

emitted when a high energy heavy ion interact with a solid surface [Bi87].
The analysis of both the experimental and theoretical results [Ho80], [Si74] has
shown that the clusters are formed with greatest probability under heavy ion
bombardment. This leads to a drastic increase of the sputtering yields due
to the overlapping of elastic collision cascades. The overlap of the collision
cascades and the formation of a high density energy deposition region could be
the source of a shock wave [Bi87]. In fact, this model succeeds to predict a power
law dependence of cluster yields Yn α n−δ, but it does not give the dependence
of the exponent δ on bombardment conditions. The calculated values of δ ' 2
are not in agreement with experimental data (where δ is ranging from 4 to 8 ) for
metal sputtering [Co91], [Wu96]. Recently, Rehn et al [Re001], and Staudt et
al [St002] pointed out experimentally the formation of large sputtered clusters
up to n > 500 atoms (Rehn) or n > 50 (Staudt) may obey the shock wave with
an exponent δ of 2

3.3 Computer simulation

Several methods have been developed to simulate sputtering processes that
occur after interaction of the primary ions and the target surface. The de-
veloped simulation methods are based on two approaches: (i) binary collision
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approximation (BCA) and (ii) molecular dynamics simulation (MD). Both the
BCA and MD methods have been widely used for simulations of ion-solid in-
teractions, Andersen reviewed this field in 1987 [An87]. Both methods will be
briefly described in the following:

i) Binary Collision Approximation

The BCA was the first simulation model applied to ion-solid interactions.
In this approach only one collision between two atoms is handled at a time. In
between two binary collisions, the ion moves on a mean free flight path, the
length of which can be chosen constant or exponential distributed depending
on the particular algorithm [Ec91]. According to the target structure, two al-
gorithms have been developed for the treatment of crystalline and amorphous
or polycrystalline targets . For crystalline targets, the coordinates of all tar-
get atoms are known and generated during the trajectory. Besides conserving
energy and momentum, such code also conserves the number of particles. The
most widely used program of such code is MARLOWE [Ro74].

Figure 9: Comparison of TRIM calculations with experimental measurement of the sputtering yield
Y, versus incident energy of various gas ions incident on a Ni target [Zi85]
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For amorphous targets the atomic arrangement is random, therefore a stochas-
tic algorithm is used to determine the locations of target atoms, select impact
parameters and so forth. The impact parameters then are chosen randomly,
the randomization of the sputtering conditions qualifies this method as a Monte
Carlo method. Such code conserves energy and momentum in individual col-
lisions, but does not conserve particle number. One principle example of such
programs are the family of TRIM (transport of ions in matter) codes [Zi85].
TRIM is used to calculate all kinetic energy phenomena associated with the ion
energy loss : target damage, sputtering, ionization and phonon production.

Fig.9 compares the TRIM calculated and experimentally determined sput-
tering yield Y versus incident energy of ions impinging normal onto the surface.
It is seen that the agreement between TRIM and experimental data is excellent.
In the present work we have used the SRIM2003 code to calculate the effective
stopping power (dE/dx) and deposited energy (FD).

Figure 10: The cumulative energy distribution of particles arriving at a polycrystalline indium surface
calculated using TRIM2003.

Fig.10 shows the cumulative energy distribution of all atoms reaching the
surface of a polycrystalline indium target during 1000 individual trajectories
after 10-keV Ar+ bombardment, calculated using SRIM2003. The calculated
sputtering yield is 10.4 atoms/ion for a surface binding energy U0 of 2.5 eV. It
can be seen as Eq. (3) in Section 2.1 that changes in the value of U0 can cause
substantial changes in the number of ejected particles.
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Note that the binary collision approximation breaks down when the ion
mean free path approaches the average atomic spacing in the target (spike
regime). Under such conditions, the interactions between the ion and target
atoms become a many body problem and an MD approach is required for an
accurate simulation.

ii) Molecular Dynamics (MD)

Molecular dynamics can be described as the computation of the motion of
a system of particles from the knowledge of the interaction forces between the
particles. The dynamics of the system can be determined by solving the classical
equations of motion (Newton,s law) for all atoms of the system simultaneously.
In contrast to the BCA, this method can give insight into atomic scale processes
during the collision as well as describe cluster emission phenomena which are
in principle is impossible to model by other methods [Ur97]. By MD the spike
regime is not more difficult to simulate than the linear sputtering regime. Clus-
ter emission, or any other effect that depends on the details of the interatomic
attraction is easy to calculate as soon as a potential is available which describes
the attraction in the solid at the surface and in the cluster as well. As a conse-
quence, a number of MD studies have been devoted to investigate the formation
of clusters during sputtering process [Win78], [Ga78], [Ha81], [Ga88]. Theses
studies demonstrated that, the most important parameter of MD is the selected
potential function employed to describe the interaction between the primary ion
and target atoms and among target atoms themselves. In this respect two kinds
of potential functions have mainly appeared in literature: pair potentials and
many-body potentials. Harrison and Delaplain [Ha76], were the first to report
on the use of MD that include interatomic attractive forces (pair potential) to
investigate the formation of sputtered copper clusters under argon bombard-
ment. The total energy of a system of N particles at the nuclear coordinates
{Ri} interacting via a pair potential V can be written as

E({Ri}) =
NX
i

NX
J<I

V (rij) =
1

2

NX
i

NX
J 6=i

Vij ; rij= |Ri−Rj| (33)

In atomic collisions with kinetic energies which are significantly higher than
the binding energy, the repulsive potential during close approaches dominates
the interaction. Consequently, purely repulsive potentials are sufficient to cal-
culate the scattering during the collision. The pair potential model has been
successful for some purposes, however this potential can not describe a solid and
a small gas phase cluster at the same time. As the time dependent variation
of the interaction potential is encountered and the potential function has to be
switched at some stage during the sputtering process.

Two main classes of many-body potentials have been developed for use in
MD simulations of ion-solid interactions. The first class of many body potential
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is based on a tight-binding method [Ma89], that belongs to the approximations
which attempt to calculate the interatomic forces by a quantum mechanical
treatment of the electrons. The second class of many body potential is based
on the so-called embedded atom method (EAM) [Ga88]. For systems with
delocalized electronic states e.g. metal, the pair potential is complemented
by the contribution of the embedding medium, which is determined by the
surrounding. The total energy of such a system is given by

E({Ri}) = 1

2

NX
i

NX
j 6=i

Vij +
NX
i

Ui

X
j 6=i

g(rij)

 (34)

the second term is the embedding function, where g is a function describing
the local environment (for instance electron density) of atom i in terms of the
position of its neighbors, and U is a function describing how the energy of atom
i depends on its environment. Modern simulation employing EAM, have been
widely used to describe atom- atom interaction. The findings by this method
exhibit in many cases a good agreement with experimental data [Ga88], [Wu92].
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3.4 Formation of sputtered clusters under reactive ion bom-
bardment

After a series of experimental studies on the effect of different projectiles (noble
gas or chemically reactive) on the ionic sputtered yields, it has been demon-
strated that the use of electronegative elements like halogens (F+2 , CF

+
3 ,...)

[Re84], [Re87], Oxygen [Wi78] and nitrogen [Ma86], [Ma87] to bombard metal
surface leads to a drastic increase of positive and negative secondary ion yields
compared to those produced by noble gas projectiles. The enhancement of sec-
ondary ions by chemical reactive projectiles depends on the kind of bombarded
surface. High secondary ion yields are observed for those elements that can
completely oxidize and form strong ionic bonds with oxygen. However, the sec-
ondary ion yields may be decreased up to several orders of magnitude for those
elements that form weak bonds with oxygen or those are only partially oxidized
under O+2 bombardment. Since the ionicity of metal-fluoride bonds is consid-
erably larger than that in metal oxides, one would expect higher secondary ion
yields for these elements under bombardment with F+2 ions or projectiles con-
taining fluorine. To indicate this point, Reuter and Clabes ([Re87], [Re88a],
[Re88b]) have investigated experimentally the ionization probabilities and rel-
ative sputter yield which are produced from different targets metal bombarded
with O+2 , F

+
2 and CF+3 . Their studies demonstrated that the use of F+2 or

CF+3 as projectiles lead to drastic increase of ionization probability and ionic
sputtered yield for those element that have weak oxide bond with oxygen. In
fact these observations of the enhancement of secondary ion yields by chemi-
cally reactive projectiles, cannot be simply explained on the basis of electron
tunneling mechanisms. Therefore, several models have been proposed in order
to rationalize the effects of reactive species on sputtered ion yields. The most
important of them will be briefly outlined in the following.

• The Bond-breaking model
The idea of ionization by bond breaking started with the observation that

the sputtered ion fraction is very sensitive to surface chemistry [Sl66], [Be75].
Slodzian [Sl75] was the first to suggest the bond-breaking concept to explain
the large secondary ion emission observed during the sputtering of ionic solids.
This model has been extended to explain the chemical effects on the yield of
secondary ions and excited atom emission from oxides where the bonds are only
partially ionic [Wi79]. Slodzian and Williams pointed out that the ionization of
a sputtered atom via the breaking of the bond with electronegative atom (e.g.
oxygen) at the surface, is very similar to the charge exchange mechanism in the
Landau-Zener curve crossing model for atomic collisions.

On this basis M. L. Yu [Yu86] has proposed a model to examine the general
features of the bond-breaking concept. The model assumes that the sputtering
of an atom M+ from an oxide molecule breaks the local surface oxide bond
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Figure 11: Schematic energy diagram showing the crossing of the covalent energy curve M◦+X◦
and the ionic potential energy curve M++X− at the crossing point Rc . In the bond-breaking model,
charge exchange can occur at the crossing of these diabatic curves at the distance Rc [Yu87].

and creates a cation vacancy X on the surface. It is assumed that the cation
vacancy during the sputtering of M+ can trap the electron left behind, with an
electron affinity A. Fig. 11 shows the diabatic potential-energy curves that can
be employed to describe a charge exchange in a sputtering a process. Charge
exchange can happen at the crossing of the diabatic covalent potential curve
M0+X0 and the diabatic ionic potential curve M++X− at a distance Rc from
the surface. If there is no degeneracy, the ionization probability P+ is given by
the Landau-Zener formula:

P+ = exp(−2πH
2
12

v |a| )|R+Rc (35)

where H12 is the transition matrix element, v is the velocity of the emitted par-
ticles, a is the difference in the first derivatives of the potential curves and R is
the distance between the sputtered atom and the surface vacancy, all evaluated
at Rc. Landau and Zener [Yu88] reported that the transition probability is de-
termined by the magnitude of the wave function and the shape of the diabatic
curves at crossing point, which is some distance away from the equilibrium po-
sition. Since the covalent force is very short ranged, Yu [Yu87] assumes that
in the region of crossing the covalent potential energy curve (i) is independent
of R and the ionic potential energy curve (ii) is determined by the Coulombic
attraction between M+ and the negatively charged vacancy. At infinity the
ionic curve (ii) lies above the covalent curve (i) by I-A, where I is the ionization
potential and A the electron affinity of the cation vacancy. At the crossing
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point the Coulomb potential exactly balances this energy difference. Hence the
crossing distance Rc simply equals (I-A)

−1 in atomic units.
In Eq. (35) P+ depends directly on the velocity at the crossing point Rc,

which is related to the emission energy E1 through the energy conservation by

v(Rc) =

·
2 (E1 + I −A)

m

¸1/2
(36)

where m is the mass of the sputtered atom (the isotope mass). From Eqs. (35),
(36) it is indicated that, at very low emission energy E1, the P+ converges to
a constant value corresponding to

v(Rc) =

·
2 (I −A)

m

¸1/2
(37)

For intermediate energies (few tens eV), P+ approximates a power law depen-
dence on E1. At very high energy E1, P+ approaches an exponential depen-
dence on exp(− v0

v⊥ ), v⊥ : normal component of particle velocity and v0 ≈ 107
cm/s. In addition the model predicts that, P+ will decrease linearly with the in-
crease in the isotope mass. It is also obvious that the P+ decreases rapidly (i.e.
exponentially) with increasing ionization potential I . Yu [Yu87], [Yu86] demon-
strated that a good agreement between the predictions of the bond-breaking
model and experimental results for the dependence of the ionization probability
P+ on the atom,s ionization potential I for 11 elements of the fourth period.
Phenomenologically, the secondary ion yield I+M of the atom M is the sum of
the contributions from different bonding configurations i [Yu86], [Yu87] :

I+Mα
X
i

fiP
+
i Yi (38)

Where fi, P+i and Yi are the fractional concentration, ionization probability
and partial sputtering yield of the M atoms bonded in the ith configuration.
This model has been successfully applied to rationalize the oxygen enhancement
effect observed in SIMS analysis where oxidation of metallic sample surface can
enhance the secondary ion yield by several orders of magnitude over that ob-
tained under rare gas ion bombardment on a clean metal surface [Ma87]. How-
ever, Wucher et al [Wu88] pointed out experimental the dependence of P+ for
Ta atoms sputtered from polycrystalline Ta on oxygen coverage is inconsistent
with those obtained by band-breaking model, where P+α exp(− v0

v⊥ ). In fact,
the band-breaking model is analogous to the electron tunneling model, with
the valence band replaced by the level of the trapped electron in the cation
vacancy. The comparison between these two models is found in more detail in
ref. [Yu87].
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• Surface polarization model

Williams et al. [Wi78] was the first proposed a local surface polarization
model to rationalize oxygen enhancement of both positive and negative sec-
ondary ion yields emitted from the same ion-bombarded surface. When a metal
surface is bombarded with oxygen, the oxygen atoms can be adsorbed on the
surface or incorporated beneath the surface layer. The electric dipole moments
of the metal- oxygen bonds hence orient both in and out of the surface. Williams
and Evans [Wi78] have postulated that the existence of two types of site:

(i) an electron-emissive site giving high yields of negative ions and (ii) an
electron-retentive site giving high yields of positive ions.

Figure 12: (a) Variation of Au+ and Au− yields with oxygen pressure under Ar+ ions bombardment:
Sample polycrystalline Au and (b) Variation of Au+ and Au− yields with oxygen pressure under Ar+
ions: Sample Au-Al alloy [Wi78].

As a consequence, the adsorption of oxygen on the surface leads to create
an electron-retentive site that favors the emission of positive secondary ions. In
addition, the incorporation of oxygen beneath the surface creates an electron-
emissive site that favors the emission of negative secondary ions. This model
was used to explain why during the sputtering of Al- Au alloys under Ar+ ions
bombardment in the presence of oxygen [Wi78], the oxidation of Al enhanced
the emission of Au+ and Au− ion yields. The Au+ is assumed to be at the
electron-retentive sites, while Au− was formed at the electron-emissive sites. It
should be noted that in the absence of aluminum the enhancement of Au+ and
Au− ion yields is not observed (Fig. 12).
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4 Experimental

4.1 Experimental setup

4.1.1 General description

The experiments are performed using a laser post-ionization reflectron time-
of-flight mass spectrometer, the working principle of which will be described
below. All components are housed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber with a
base pressure of several 10−9 mbar. A schematic drawing of the experimental
arrangement is displayed in Fig. 13.

 MCP 

R-TOF-
   MS

PC

Photo-
detector

Timer

oscilloscope

attenuator
(variable)

Ion-
optics

UHV-chamber

Ion gun

Excimer-
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Figure 13: Figure 13: Schematic setup of TOF-SNMS-Laser- system

The system comprises of the following main parts :
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• An ion source is generating projectile ions.
• An excimer laser used to post-ionize the neutral species that are sputtered
from the bombarded surface.

• A time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS) used to detect and analyze
the sputtered species.

The investigated sample surface is bombarded with projectile ions generated
by an ion source that is operated with different gases (Xe, SF6 and SF6/Ar).
Mass separation of projectile ions is performed by means of a Wien filter. The
primary ions impinge onto the surface under 45◦ with respect to the surface
normal. Neutral species sputtered from the sample surface under different pro-
jectile ions bombardment are post-ionized by an intense UV laser beam at a
wavelength of 193 nm. The ions produced by the photo-absorption process are
swept into a reflectron time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer by means of a
pulsed electric field that is switched on about 20 ns after the ionizing laser.
Secondary ions are detected by simply switching the ionization laser off and
leaving the remainder of experiment unchanged. After the sputtered species
are separated by TOF-MS, it will be detected by means of a Chevron stack of
two microchannel plates (MCP) operated at an acceleration voltage (gain volt-
age) ranging from 1800 to 2200 V. The output MCP signals are converted to
voltage and detected as a function of flight time by a digital oscilloscope. The
resulting trace is stored in the computer where it is converted from a time-of-
flight spectrum to a mass spectrum using the dependence tα

√
m. The timing

sequence between the different pulses (primary ion, target potential and ioniz-
ing laser) will be steered by a digital pulse generator. More details about the
system components will be given in the following Sections.

4.1.2 Sample chamber

The sample chamber is made of a spherical high-grade steel recipient with a
diameter of 20 cm. The chamber flanges are attached with, the time-of-flight
mass spectrometer, ion source, sample manipulator, Quartz inlet window for
laser radiation and turbo-molecular pump. In addition a CCD-Camera has
been mounted on a conventional glass window in order to observe, adjust the
target surface and the impact point of primary ion on the target surface. The
investigated sample is mounted on a target holder fixed on a manipulator. The
sample can be adjusted along axle (x) with accuracy of 0.1 mm and in two
directions (y, z) perpendicularly to it with an accuracy of 0.01 mm. Likewise
the sample is rotated around its longitudinal axis with an accuracy of 0.1◦.

4.1.3 Vacuum system

The Pumping system consists of a rotary vane pump (Varian SD 301) working
as forepump and a turbo-molecular pump (Leybold Heraeus Turbovac 450,
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pumping speed 450 l/s) that is connected to the bottom part of the chamber.
Additionally, differential pumping of the ion source by a small turbo-molecular
pump (LH Turbovac 50) is provided. The residual gas pressure amounts to
about 2− 3 · 10−9 mbar rising to 6 · 10−9 mbar during the operation of the ion
source.

4.1.4 Ion source

In order to sputter species from the target surface a commercial cold cathode
plasma ion source (Type WF 421) developed by Wittmaack [Wi77] and mar-
keted by Atomika company was used. As operating gases can be used O2, H2
and all noble gases. In the present experiments the ion source was operated
with either monatomic gases Xe or polyatomic gas SF6, as well as with a gas
mixture of Ar/SF6. Special advantages of such kind of the ion sources are:

i) It was designed to operate with noble and chemical reactive gases, in
particular oxygen

ii) Low operation pressure within the ion source itself (typical 6 · 10−6 mbar
or less). Because of this, the gas load in the analysis chamber is dras-
tically reduced in comparison to load imposed by ion source such as a
duoplasmatron. This means that the pumps in a UHV system will not
be overloaded even under long term operation of the source with noble
gases.

iii) Consumables such as the cathodes, anodes and apertures are easily re-
placed through the rear flange without disassembling the ion source. In
addition a gate valve in the beam line allows for such maintenance to be
performed without venting the vacuum chamber on which the ion source
mounted.

In order to control and adjust the rate flow of feed gas that passes to the
plasma container in the ion source a regulator valve (UDV 135 Balzers) has been
used. The gas pressure in the differentially pumped source volume is monitored
by a vacuum gauge ( Ionivac IM210 ). From the measured pressure (P2 = 5·10−6
mbar), the known diameter (d = 0.5 mm) of the aperture between the plasma
chamber and source volume and the pumping speed of the connected pump
(S = 10l

s ) one can estimate the pressure in the plasma chamber (P1 ) by:

(P1 − P2) · C = S · P2 =⇒ P1 ·C = S · P2 (39)

where C the conductance through the aperture: C = 5l
scm−2 (for Xe)·πd

2

4 =

98 · 10−4 ls . Then P1 =
S
C · P2 = 5 · 10−3 mbar

The construction of the ion source is shown in Fig. 14, it consists of:
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Figure 14: Schematic drawing of the ion source

i ) Plasma ions generator (cathode, anode and discharge voltage)

ii ) Extractor electrode

iii ) Acceleration voltage

iv ) Wien filter (mass ions separator)

iiv ) Objective lens

The operating mechanisms of the ion source are described as follows: The
ions are produced in a DC gas discharge that burn between a cathode (which
looks like a pen) and a cylindrical anode surrounding the cathode. Additionally
a permanent magnetic field provides for confinement of the plasma electrons.
Likewise the electrons produced in the gas discharge are accelerated not directly
on the anode due to the magnetic field, but a spiral course around the magnet
field lines. This increases the residence time of electrons in plasma, therefore
increasing the probability of producing further ions by electron impact ioniza-
tion. The entire discharge is sustained by means of a high voltage of several
hundreds volts. The generated ions are extracted by extraction voltage through
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a tantalum aperture with a hole diameter of 0.5 mm. After long operation time
the hole diameter of tantalum aperture will be increased that observe by insta-
bility in plasma and the increasing of discharge voltage therefore it has to be
replaced by a new one. Extraction and acceleration electrode form a first elec-
trostatic lens which is used to focus the extracted ions beam onto the aperture
behind the Wien filter, in which the mass separation is accomplished. Fig. 15
shows typical values of Wien filter deflection voltage, which have been used to
separate the components of projectile ions of SF6 and Ar/SF6.
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Figure 15: Wien filter deflection voltage as a function of projectile mass, in (a) and (b) the ion source
was operated with SF6 and Ar/SF6, respectively.

In addition, by the Wien filter, it is possible to operate the ion source in a
pulsed mode, using a fast switch (Behlke, Type HTS 31 GSM push-pull) that
sets the duration of primary pulse bombardment. The bombardment pulse
length is typically several of µs at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. Behind the Wien
filter there is a mechanical aperture selector which can be used to vary the
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diameter of the ion beam onto the sample surface and the bombardment spot
size. To focus the ion beam, a second electrostatic lens (objective lens) is placed
at the tip of the ion source.

Some notes on operating parameters of Atomika ion source :

• The magnitude of beam ion current drastically depends on stability of the
ion generating plasma.

• The ion generating plasma is more unstable when the ion source is oper-
ated with pure SF6 gas as compared to noble gases ( Ar, Xe,. . . ). This
effect has been observed in plasma physics (instabilities in low pressure
electronegative plasma). These observations suggest that the instabil-
ity process is linked to the electronegativity since the discharge oscillates
between higher and lower electron density states [Ch001], [Co003].

• When SF6 is used as feed gas in the ion source, a cover of fluoride species
are formed on anode due to reactivity of fluorine. Therefore the an-
ode cylinder exhibits an insulating ring in the vicinity of the tip of the
aluminum cathode and also an insulating layer near the top of the an-
ode. The same phenomenon has been previously observed by Reuter and
coworkers [Re88b], as well as Gillen [Gi003] who suggested that all source
components are nickel-plated to reduce the attack by reactive fluorinated
species.

In order to get more pressure stability and permit a rapid switching between
different projectiles, the ion source is operated with a gas mixture of Ar/SF6.
The desired projectiles are then selected by means of the Wien filter. Typi-
cal operating parameters of the ion source with different operating gases are
represented in the following table:

Gas Xe SF6 Ar/SF6
E (keV) 10 10 10

Uext (V) 578 793 913

Uobj (kV) 8.2 8.1 7.3

P2 (mbar) 6 · 10−6 6 · 10−7 3 · 10−6
Im (A) 2.5 2.2 2.5

Id (mA) 3 2.8 3

Vd (V) 650 650 660

Where Uext: extraction voltage; Uobj : objective lens voltage; P2: pressure
in the differentially pumped source region; Im: magnet current; Id: discharge
current; Vd: discharge voltage.
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4.1.5 Target surface

The targets are a polycrystalline (silver and indium) sheets, specified by the
manufacturer as 99.95% pure, introduced into the ultrahigh vacuum chamber
after cleaning for few minutes in an ultrasonic bath containing isopropanol.
The samples are sputter cleaned by dc ion bombardment prior to the data
acquisition of each mass spectrum.

4.1.6 The actual target current

Primary ion currents of the order of nA were routinely measured by a digital
multimeter with an inner resistance of 10 MΩ. This means, a current of 1 nA
corresponds to a voltage reading of 100 nV. This is also the target potential
which persists during the measurements. If that potential becomes significant,
it acts to reduce the measured current due to the fact that secondary electrons
released as a consequence of the ion bombardment are kept from leaving the
surface.

Figure 16: Measured target current as a function of bias potential.

If we want to exactly determine the magnitude of the primary ion current,
the secondary electrons emitted from the target surface after bombardment
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with energetic ions must be taken into account. For this reason, the actual ion
current was estimated from target current measurements at variable positive
bias potentials on the target to suppress secondary electron emission (Fig. 16).
From Fig. 16, it is seen that the measured total current is rapidly decreasing
with increasing the bias potential, until level off at saturated value i.e. the
current magnitude becomes a constant with an increasing in bias potential. This
ensures that the emitted secondary electrons are completely kept from leaving
the surface. The actual ion current (IP ) is equal to the difference between
the measured total current and secondary electron current (Ie). In the present
work, it is found out that the actual ion current is lower than the total current
by 25 % for monatomic ions (Xe+) and 37.5 % for polyatomic projectiles SF+m
(m = 1, ..., 5). From these values, the ion induced electron emission yield (γe)
can be determined as follows: the measured current I=Ip+Ie = 168 nA, the Ie
obtained by extrapolating the curve in Fig. 16: Ie = 63 nA, therefore Ip = 105
nA =⇒ γe =

Ie
Ip
= 63

105 = 0.6

4.1.7 Laser system

The sputtered neutral species that emitted from the bombarded surface will be
post-ionized by an UV laser beam generated by a Commercial Excimer Laser (
Lambda Physik, LPX 120i). An excimer laser is a pulsed gas discharge laser,
which produces optical output in the UV region of the spectrum with different
wavelengths depending upon the kind of gas filling. The name excimer comes
from excited dimer that a diatomic molecule which exists only in an excited
state, since the initial state does not exhibit potential minimum and it therefore
not stable (Fig. 17). The dissociation upon relaxation from excited to ground
state is automatically generating the population inversion necessary for laser
action.

The active medium of an excimer laser is a mixture of rare, a halogen and
a buffer gases. The gas mixture is rapidly recirculated across electrodes where
a high voltage is applied to excite the gas molecules. The relaxation of the
molecule from an excited state releases high intensity photons at a certain wave-
length, two finely polished mirrors reflect this light back and forth within the
gas medium to maximize the intensity of beam. The duration of the extracted
laser pulse is determined by the high voltage circuitry producing the electrical
discharge and amount to about 10-20 ns. The output wavelength of an excimer
laser can be changed simply by changing the gas mixture. The laser mirrors
have to be replaced and frequently polished in order to obtain maximum output
energy. The most commonly used excimers are krypton fluoride (KrF, 248 nm),
argon fluoride (ArF, 193 nm), and xenon chloride (XeCl, 308 nm) as well as the
very short wavelength of the fluorine laser (F2, 157 nm ). In the present work,
the laser was operated at a wavelength of 193 nm corresponding to a photon
energy of 6.4 eV. Typical energy output from the laser at this wavelength is
170 mJ/pulse. The chemical reactions are described as follows:
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Figure 17: Schematic of potential energy of an excimer molecules.

R++X−+M → RX∗+M
R∗+X2 → RX∗+X

where R the rare gas atom (argon), X the halogen atom ( fluorine) and M an
collision partner (called buffer gas, Ne or He) which exhausts the freed energy
of the impact of R and X, and in such a way ensures that the formed molecules
do not disintegrate again immediately. The actual laser transition is given
by:

RX∗ + γ → R+X + 2γ

The excited ArF∗ molecule decays after several nanoseconds via emission of a
photon into Ar and F. The components Ar and F are then available for another
excitation cycle.

The spectral output of excimer lasers depend upon the specific gas filled
and the selective properties of the laser resonator. In the simplest case of a free
running excimer laser with a stable resonator, the spectral output is simply a
property of the emission band of the excimer molecule. For ArF the output is
a single peak with a width of approximately 500 pm. The relatively short pulse
length leads to a high peak output power from excimer lasers. The following
table contains the important parameters which we have set for using the laser:
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gas filling 130 mbar halogen (5% F2 in He), 250 mbar Ar,2620 mbar Ne
excimer ArF*
pulse duration ∼ 20 ns
repetition rate 10 Hz
discharge potential 24 kV

4.1.8 UV/VUV Detector

The laser pulse energy is measured by a UV/VUV detector, which was initially
developed by D. Koch and described in his diploma thesis [Ko94]. The oper-
ation principle of the detector is based on the outside photoelectric effect at a
solid cathode surface. The photo electrons released from a metal cathode are
extracted towards an anode that is designed as a highly transparent grid. Then
photoelectron current is detected as a voltage pulse across a 50 Ω termination
resistor by means of an oscilloscope.

Schematic setup of photoelectric UV/VUV detector.

In order to reduce the space charge limitation of the electron current emitted
at high energies M. Wahl has added another stage, where the light reflected
by the cathode of first stage hits the cathode of the second stage. By this
modification, the detection power range was drastically expanded. Therefore,
the pulse laser energy can be measured over several orders of magnitude. The
construction and characteristics of two-stage UV/VUV detector are described
in more detail in [He96].

4.1.9 Optical components

In order to focus the laser beam over the sample, a planar -convex calcium
fluoride (CaF2) lens has been used. CaF2 was used since this material has a
particularly high transmission for ultraviolet light. Its focal length is about
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23 cm at a wavelength of 193 nm. The lens is mounted on a vertically and
horizontally adjustable rider, which can be adjusted with an accuracy of about
0.1 mm. To study the dependence of the photoion signals on the intensity of
the ionizing laser, the laser pulse energy can be reduced in a controlled fashion
by a stack of two variable dielectric attenuators located in front of the lens,
which were tilted in opposite directions to compensate the beam walk off with
increasing tilting angle. The transmission of the attenuators depends on the
impact angle of the radiation. With a stepping motor controllable by a PC,
the attenuators can be rotated moving in opposite directions around the same
angle against the laser beam. By this method we are able to vary the laser
beam intensity by several orders of magnitude.

4.2 Time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS)

The principle of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer is based on the fact that
particles, which have different masses and are accelerated in the same electric
field, need different times to pass the same distance. In the simplest arrange-
ment [Wi55] the flight pass is a single field-free drift zone of length L, and the
flight time of a particle of mass m and energy Ekin is given by

t =

s
L2

2Ekin
m, hence tα

√
m (40)

Here, Ekin = E0+eU0 is the total kinetic energy, which is the sum of the initial
energy and the gain eU0 in the extraction field

Major advantages of this kind of mass spectrometer compared to others are:
(i) It can take a complete mass spectrum in one single acquisition cycle. (ii)
Unlimited mass range can be detected just by extending the flight time interval.
This is particular advantageous for detection of large sputtered clusters. (iii) In
contrast to quadrupole and magnetic sector analyzers, TOF transmission can
be kept essentially constant even up to high mass resolution. [Br92] . The main
disadvantage of a simple linear setup is the low mass resolution, which is given
by

m

∆m
=

m

(dm/dt)∆t
=

ttot
2∆t

(41)

where ttot is the total flight time, ∆t the temporal width of an ion peak reg-
istered at the detector. The most significant limitation to the mass resolution
in a linear TOF setup is based on fact that secondary ions are not all emitted
with the same energy but with a more or less broad energy distribution. There-
fore, the ion initial energy distribution for ions of the same mass may cause a
broadening of the ion packet as it travels from the sample to detector. As a
consequence, ions emitted with low initial kinetic energy will trail behind ions
of higher initial kinetic energy . It is obvious that the extent of the secondary
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ion packet increases as the flight time/path increases, i.e. a longer flight path
will actually not improve the mass resolution. In order to improve the mass
resolution, Karataev et al. [Ka72] have developed an ion reflectron that consists
of field-free drift regions combined with electrostatic mirrors. The conceptually
simplest setup, which is also utilized here, comprises of two drift regions and
one reflector. In its simplest form, the ion mirror utilizes one electrostatic field
to reflect sputtered ions in order to compensate negative flight dispersion of the
drift path with respect to initial kinetic energy and to provide positive time
dispersion. The schematic structure of such ion reflector is represented in Fig.
18.

Figure 18: Schematically drawing of time of flight mass spectrometric detection of sputtered neutral,
ionized atoms and clusters.

The dimensions of the present TOF apparatus are:

• extraction distance de = 9.5 mm
• drift distance dd = 650 mm
• deceleration distance db = 12.75 mm
• length of the reflection distance dr = 102 mm

The sputtered particles start from initial places ( x0, y0, z0 ) at a certain
time t0 with the energy E0. In order to accelerate the sputtered particles
towards the TOF, a high positive potential (UE) of approximately 1.5 kV is
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applied between target and first extraction electrode (E1). In principle, the ion
extraction optics is designed to allow a two-step extraction scheme involving
two subsequent accelerating fields. This is necessary if the spectrometer is
used in the so-called Wiley-Mclaren mode with one linear drift path. In the
course of the present work, however, this option is not used and both extraction
electrodes E1 and E2 are kept at ground potential. The ions are allowed to drift
in two field-free regions of the total length dd. To optimize the flight path, one
electrostatic ion lens and two pairs of deflecting plates are used. Afterwards the
sputtered particles pass the retarding field UB and finally turn around in the
reflection field UR. The reflector consists of a number of metal rings, which are
connected over resistors to produce a homogeneous electric field. By reflector
and decelerating fields, the sputtered ions will be again accelerated to their
original drift velocity to pass the second field-free zone on their way to the
detectors.

In an idealized case the sputtered particles that have the same mass would
appear in the TOF spectrum at the same time, but in the experiment this case is
more complicated due to the fact that particles do not start from the same place.
Parallel to the target surface (y, z) only particles, which are approximately
situated below the circular opening of the extraction electrode E1 can enter the
TOF. A restriction of the direction perpendicular to the target surface (x) can
be achieved by means of the flight time focusing properties of the spectrometer.
The ions very close the surface (x0 < xmin) pass through almost the total
acceleration distance de and are not returned by reflector, but escape at the
end of the reflector. The remaining ions, which are in a region x0 > xmin can
reach the detector. xmin is thereby given by

de − xmin
de

· UE ≤ UR (42)

However, the flight time strongly depends on the x0 position (see Fig. 19).
That means, the ions in area x0 >> xmin do not appear anymore in the actual
peak, but are shifted up to higher flight times and contribute to the noise. The
flight times of the particles passing through TOF subsections (Fig.18) are given
by following equations [Wa91]:

te =

r
2m

e0

de
Ue

Ãr
E0
e0
+

de − x0
de

UE −
r

E0
e0

!
(43)

td =

r
2m

e0

de

2

r
E0
e0
+

de − x0
de

UE

(44)

t
b
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2m

e0
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de − x0
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E0
e0
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!
(45)
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tr = 2

r
2m

e0

dr
(UR − UB)

Ãr
E0

e0
+

de − x0
de

UE − UB

!
(46)

The total flight time of the sputtered particles from start position x0 above the
sample until they arrive at the MCP is given by

ttot = te + td + tb + tr (47)

The ttot for particles with a certain mass m as a function of the start position
x and the start energy E0 can be calculated after input the values of different
potentials (UT , UB and UR). The results of the calculation for silver isotope
mass (m = 107 amu) are represented in Fig. 19
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Figure 19: Flight time of extracted photoions across TOF spectrometer at different start energies
vs. starting position along the extraction axis.

It is important to note that, the sputtered particles starting within a range
around x0 = 1 mm above the sample have very similar flight times. In this case
the flight time is focused in first order, since its first derivative with respect
to x is zero. If the second derivative vanishes, that means the flight time is
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focused in second order (saddle point). In these experiments the time of flight
mass spectrometer is operated only in first order focusing.

The TOF mass spectrometer has an acceptance range (ATOF)i.e., the range
that sputtered particles can be accelerated into TOF and arrives at the detector.
In the direction parallel to the sample surface (y), both locations as well as the
extensions of ATOF are determined by ion optical condition. In the direction
along the surface normal, the range of acceptance depends on the potentials
UE , UB and UR that should be set on several values until obtaining a optimum
mass resolution. In the case of SNMS measurements, the ionizing laser has
to interact at a certain time with the sputtered particles. In this respect, the
ionization volume i.e., the volume where the ionization laser interacts with
the sputtered particles, must overlap with the acceptance volume of the MS.
If saturation studies of the photoionization process are to be conducted (see
below in section. 7), it must furthermore be ensured that the laser illuminates
the entire acceptance volume with comparable intensity. If this condition is
not fulfilled, so-called volume effects will appear upon variation of the laser
intensity. That means the measured signals will increase with increasing laser
intensity, even though the ionization process has already reached saturation in
the center of the ionization volume, and, hence no saturation plateau like those
visible in Fig. 26 will be observed. In principle, the size of the ionization volume
can be determined by translating the tightly focused laser beam in directions
along and perpendicular to the sample surface and recording the measured
photoion signal as a function of the beam position. Such study has already
been performed by Wahl [Wa95], on the same instrument as employed here.
From this study, it has been demonstrated that the diameter of the sensitive
volume has an extension of about 1 mm in all three dimensions.

4.3 Detection of the sputtered species

After the sputtered species are separated by TOF-MS, they are detected by
means of a microchannel plate (MCP). MCP detectors are used in TOF-MS
applications since they have a flat impact surface. Other Secondary Electron
Multiplier (SEM) like the multi-dynode SEM or Channeltron have curved im-
pact surfaces, generating a considerable impact time uncertainty [Gi2000a].
Essentially, an MCP is an array of continuous channels (secondary electron
multipliers) oriented parallel to each other (Fig. 20a). The working principle
of an MCP is based on the generation of secondary electrons, when the charged
particles impinge with sufficiently high velocity at the input of the channel.
The secondary electrons are accelerated by an electric field developed by a volt-
age applied across both ends of the MCP. They travel along the channel on
parabolic trajectories until they in turn strike the channel surface, thus pro-
ducing more secondary electrons. This process is repeated many times along
the channel; as a result, this cascade process yields a cloud of several thousand
electrons, which emerge from the rear of the plate (s. Fig. 20b). The gain of
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the MCP detector is then defined as the average number of output secondary
electrons per impinging ion. In the present work, two MCP behind each other
have been used. Typically the plates are separated by distance of 100 µm.

Figure 20: (a) and (b) cross section and multiplication process of MCP, respectively [Wi79b].

In order to obtain high gain output pulses, the MCP is assembled in Chevron
arrangement mode. That means the channels of the two microchannel plates
include a certain angle (typically 8◦/8◦). The concept behind this arrangement
is to prevent positive ions produced at the output of the rear plate by electron
impact ionization of residual gas atoms or by electron stimulated desorption
from the channel walls from being accelerated along the channel and gain suf-
ficient energy to generate a new cascade at the channel input. Such process
would cause an electrical breakdown in the channel that could severely limit
the dynamic range and as a worst case scenario destroy the detector. The gain
of the MCP detector is determined by the applied voltage between both ends
of the MCP. Typically the applied voltage is ranging from 1.8 to 2.2 kV.

At output side of the MCP, an electron collector made from stainless steel is
installed. To create an accelerating voltage of 19 V between the output side of
the MCP and the collector a 1 MΩ resistor is connected in series with the MCP
stack. The voltage drop of about 19 V is generated due to bias current of 19 µA
through the MCP stack. With the electron collector being at ground potential,
and taking into account that the post-ionized ions are generated at 1mm above
the sample surface, the singly charged photoions strike the MCP surface with
a total kinetic energy ranging from 3160 to 3560 eV ( target potential 1360 V
+ gain voltage of MCP ranging from 1800 to 2200 V).
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Figure 21: Schematic of MCP in Chevron arrangement

outside diameter 24.77 mm electrode diameter 23.86 mm
sensitive diameter 18 mm bias current 19 µA
border width 1.47 resistance 53 MΩ
pore size 10 µm nominal time resolution ' 1 ns
electrode material nichrome (80/20) Max. Operating voltage 1000 V
center-to-center space 12 µm nominal bias angle 5◦ ± 1◦

The specifications of the employed MCP,s (Galileo: S1396)

The output current produced by the MCP is converted to a voltage by a 50 Ω
resistor, which is then either recorded directly on a digital storage oscilloscope
(analog detection mode) or fed into a discriminator (pulse counting mode).
Time-of-flight mass spectra are recorded with a transient digitizer oscilloscope
(LeCroy 9450) by averaging the recorded pulse spectrum over many instrument
cycles (primary ion pulses and laser shots).

4.3.1 Analog mode

In the analog mode, the range of sputtered clusters detected will be small at
most 8 atoms. That means, only atoms with a highest abundance of sputtered
species will be recorded. It is well known in this mode that the observed MCP
gain is determined by the ion-to-electron conversion efficiency upon impact of
the ion at the front side of the detector and the secondary electron multiplica-
tion factor. Since the detected flight time peaks consist of many ions impinging
simultaneously, the statistics of electron emission is not important and only av-
erage electron yields will be considered to describe the observed gain. According
to the work of Seah [Se90], the observed MCP gain is given by

gainana = γ1 · γp (48)
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where γ1denotes the average ion-induced electron emission yield at the con-
version electrode, γ denotes the secondary electron emission at each of the
subsequent amplification events and p is a statistical average of the number of
electron induced amplification events at the channel wall. While γ1 is deter-
mined by the detected ion species and the kinetic impact energy of the ions onto
the detector, γp is solely determined by the MCP gain voltage and therefore
independent of ion species and energy. Note that the factor γ1 makes the MCP
gain in principle dependent on the detected ion species.

4.3.2 Pulse counting mode

In the pulse counting mode, a discriminator is used as a single particle counter.
The discriminator features a selectable minimum height of the accepted pulse
(threshold limit about 1 mV). If an incident pulse is over the threshold limit, it
will be converted into a standard TTL-pulse and recorded using the transient
digitizer oscilloscope. If an incident pulse is under the threshold limit, it will
be ignored. In this mode only single ion impact events are registered, hence,
the statistics of the ion induced electron emission process become important.
From ref.[St002] the formula describing the efficiency of secondary electron
multipliers in this mode is given by a Poisson probability distribution

P (m, γ1) =
γm1
m!

· e−γ1 (49)

where m is the number of electrons emitted per impact, γ1 is the average ion
induced electron yield as defined above. If we assume that every emission of
at least one electron in the ion impact event will lead to a detected pulse in
the discriminator, the detection probability is given by 1−P (0, γ1) = 1− e−γ1 .
The apparent detector gain in this operation mode is therefore:

gainpc =
¡
1− e−γ1

¢ · R Udisc · dt
50Ω · e0 ' ¡1− e−γ1

¢ · Udisc ·∆tdisc
50Ω · e0 (50)

Typical values of γ1 are of the orders of 1, Udisc = 4 V and ∆tdisc ' 10 ns.
Then gainpc = 0.63 · 4 V·10 ns

50Ω·1.6·10−19As = 3 · 109.The apparent gain in the analog
mode is given by

gainana =
average pulse height ·single pulse width

50Ω · 1.6 · 10−19As =
5 mV · 3 ns

50Ω · 1.6 · 10−19As ' 2·10
6

(51)
The pulse counting mode therefore leads to a gain amplification factor :

Famp =
gainpc
gainana

' 103 (crude estimate) (52)

The amplification factor (Famp) between analog and pulse counting mode must
be experimentally determined to compare the resulting yields measured in both
modes. It should be noted that the amplification factor can be different for each
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mass and depends on the microchannel plate gain voltage. From experimental
data the amplification factor (Famp) is determined by:

Famp =
Spc
x

Sana
x

(53)

Here Spc
x is the integrated signal of species x in mass spectrum recorded in pulse

counting mode and Sana
x the same value in mass spectrum recorded in analog

mode. The selected signals to determine the Famp must be :

i) Detectable with enough signal-to-noise in analog mode

ii) Detectable in pulse counting mode, i.e. less than one ion of that mass
produced per instrument cycle (primary ion and laser shot)

The latter condition is examined by inspecting the TOF peak of the selected
mass in pulse counting mode averaged over many instrument cycles. The crite-
rion is that the peak maximum in the averaged spectrum must be significantly
below the standard TTL pulse height of about 4V. In practice, signals with
peak maxima above I V were discarded.

Note that the acquisition of TOF spectra is different between both detection
modes. In analog mode, a complete TOF or mass spectrum can in principle be
acquired in one single instrument cycle (projectile ion and laser shot), the sen-
sitivity being only limited by the signal to noise ratio. In pulse counting mode,
on the other hand, a single instrument cycle leads to a recorded TOF signal
which features a few standard TTL peaks. In this mode, a TOF spectrum is
only generated by averaging the recorded signal track over many instrument
cycles. The signal height detected in such a spectrum represents the proba-
bility to detect an ion in the time interval ∆tdisc around a specific flight time,
multiplied with the standard TTL pulse height.

4.3.3 Saturation of microchannel plates and blanking

Saturation of microchannel plates occurs when many particles with the same
mass impact simultaneously on MCP, therefore the electron flow in the channels
of MCP becomes too large and the gain of the MCP breaks down. This problem
can be solved either by a reduction of the gain voltage or through blanking
of major components from arriving at the MCP, if minor components of the
mass spectrum are to be detected. In the latter case the gain voltage does
not have to be reduced. In order to blank the ion packets, a set of deflection
plates (length 30 mm) is placed before the MCP. By means of a digital delay
generator (Stanford Research Systems; DG 535) in combination with a fast HV
switch (Behlke), it is possible to apply a potential exactly on time that deflect
ions of a desired mass range. The blanked ions impinge onto the edge of the
screen (opening diameter of 25 mm) and are not detected by the microchannel
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plate. The necessary potential at the deflection plate is approx. - 900 V. By
this method, it is possible to select the desired blanking interval in the TOF
spectrum with a time resolution of the order of 100 ns.

Other kind of saturation occurs in pulse counting mode due to the fact that
an average & 1 ion is detected per shot and temporal width of discriminator
pulse (10 ns). The mass spectrum is averaged over N shots and each single
ion peak has a standard height of 4V. If at any position in the TOF spectrum
an averaged signal height of 4 V is detected, that means that there is an ion
pulse on every shot and, hence, saturation will occur. As mentioned previously,
the criterion is that the peak maximum in the averaged spectrum must be
significantly below the standard TTL pulse height of about 4V. In practice,
signals with peak maxima above I V were discarded.
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5 Methodology of the measurements

5.1 Time synchronization

The most critical part of the TOF-SNMS technique is the ability to steer the
timing of the different pulses. The duration of the primary ion pulse tp and
the relative delay time td between primary ion and ionizing laser pulse are the
most important parameters in a TOF-SNMS measurement. In contrast to the
conventional TOF-SIMS procedure where tp determines the flight time and,
hence, the mass resolution of the spectrometer, in the SNMS technique this
quantity (tp) has practically no influence on the mass resolution. Instead, the
interplay between tp and td determines the character as well as the magnitude
of the measured SNMS signal [Wu001].To achieve accurate timing to a sub-ns
scale, the temporal sequence of the different pulses necessary to record a mass
spectrum is generated by a digital delay generator (Stanford Research Systems;
DG 535). It has an internal trigger output T0 with variable adjustable frequency
(in our case set to 10 Hz) and four further delay outputs from A to D, which
can be adjusted with respect to each other with a time resolution of 10−12s.

The four freely programmable outputs A to D of the digital pulse generator
are set as follows: the target potential is switched with output C, the laser is
triggered on the output D, the output B determines the end of the ion pulse
and is adjusted relative to C, and the output A determines the beginning of
the ion pulse and is varied relative to B in order to generate primary ion pulses
of selectable length (A-B). As a consequence, the additional TTL output AB,
going high on A and low on B, is utilized to trigger the fast switching device
which actually generates the ion pulse. In order to generate a short pulse
on the target a home built device forming a TTL pulse with variable duration
triggered by the C output is used. The output C is also used for synchronization
of the LeCroy 9450 oscilloscope that is used as a digitizer. The oscilloscope is
controlled by a PC through a GPIB interface. After the oscilloscope has been
initialized by commands from the computer, it performs the data acquisition
and average the recorded spectrum over a selected number of instrument cycles.
During data acquisition the computer waits until the acquisition complete flag
is set by the oscilloscope, after which the time of-flight spectrum is transferred
to the PC. Settings for A and B pulse outputs on the timed delay generator
depend on the mass and energy of the projectile ions, because these settings
are determined by their velocity. Typical values of time delay for the outputs
(A to D) of the digital delay generator are:

A = B - 12 µs 12 µs duration of primary ion pulse
B = C- 3. 4 µs 3. 4 µs delay between end of ion pulse trigger and

target potential trigger (for Xe+ and SF+5 )
B=C-2.8 µs for [Ar+, SF+m m = 1, ..., 5)]
C = T0 + 320 µs arbitrarily set, value must be large enough
D = C- 1.98 µs laser trigger about 2 µs before target trigger.
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The primary ion pulse length was chosen to be long enough to ensure that
the measured signals did not increase with increasing pulse length, thus indi-
cating that species of all emission velocities are present in the ionization volume
and interact with the ionizing laser. Typically the primary ion length necessary
to fulfil that requirement is several µs.
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Figure 22: The timing sequence of the different pulses in TOF-SNMS measurements for Xe+ at
impact energy of 15 keV [Me001].

As mentioned above the setting of B depends on the mass and energy of
projectile ions. This fact must be regarded here due to the use of different
projectile ions. In principle, the time difference ( C - B) must be adjusted
to the projectile ion flight time between the ion gun pulsing plates and the
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sample. This would ensure that the laser and target potential pulses are fired
exactly at the end of the projectile ion pulse. For the sake simple switching
between different projectiles, a fixed time delay of 3.4 µs ( for the Xe+ and SF+5
experiments on Ag) or 2.8 µs ( for the Ar+, SF+m experiments on In and Ag)
was applied in the present experiments. Due to the different flight times of the
different projectiles, this may lead to either

• a shortened, projectile ion pulse length teffp (effective length), if (C -
B) is smaller than the actual ion flight time and, hence, the laser ( and
target potential) is fired before the end of the projectile ion pulse. In this
case sputtered particles with emission velocities below vmin =

r

teffp
are

discriminated from detection or

• a delay time td between the end of the projectile ion pulse and the laser
(and target potential) pulse, if B - C is longer than the projectile ion flight
time. In this case, sputtered particles with velocities above a maximum
value vmax =

r
td
are discriminated from detection, because these species

will already have left the ionization volume at the firing time of the laser.

The detected signal represents an integral over the number density of the
sputtered particles in the ionization volume located at distance r from the
surface, i.e.,

S =

Z vmax

vmin

f(v)

v
dv =

Z r/td

r/teffp

f(v)

v
dv (54)

Here, f(v) denotes the emission velocity distribution of the sputtered particles.
In principle, it is desirable to set td = 0 and teffp long enough to contain all
relevant emission velocities in the detected signal. For r ' 1 mm, typically
teffp ' 2 µs suffices [Wu001] to fulfill that condition. In this case, the integral
in Eq. (54) practically extends from zero to infinity. With a non-zero value
of td or too short values of t

eff
p , on the other hand, signal losses result, the

magnitude of which depend on the actual values of the td, t
eff
p , r and the shape

of f(v). The timing sequence depicted in Fig. 22 was measured using the same
experimental setup as employed here with 15-keV Xe+ projectiles [Me001]. For
these conditions, a setting of C -B = 3.4 µs apparently leads to perfect timing,
i.e. td = 0 and teffp = tp . Based on this information, the values of the t

eff
p , td

and the resulting values of vmin and vmax are calculated for different projectiles
under the timing settings employed here. These values can now be employed to
estimate the resulting signal losses. For that purpose, we insert the Thompson
velocity distribution

f(v)α
v3¡

v2 + v2b
¢3 (55)
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where vb is a characteristic emission velocity :

vb =

r
2U0
m

(56)

Inserting the appropriate values for sputtered indium atoms (m = 115 amu,
U0 ' Us = 2.6 eV) we find the detected signal fractions indicated in the
last columns of the tables . It is seen that the signal measured under Ar+

bombardment may be underestimated by about 50 %, for all other cases the
possible signal loss is smaller than 10 %

At B = C- 3. 4 µs

projectile tf (µs) teffp td (ns) vmin (ms ) vmax (ms ) fraction
Xe+ 4.16 4.24 0 230 ∞ 1
SF+5 4.10 4.3 0 232 ∞ 1

At B=C-2.8 µs

projectile tf (µs) teffp (µs) td (ns) vmin (ms ) vmax (ms ) fraction
SF+5 4.1 3.7 0 270 ∞ 1
SF+4 3.78 4.0 0 250 ∞ 1
SF+3 3.43 4.3 0 232 ∞ 1
SF+2 3.04 4.5 0 222 ∞ 1
SF+ 2.6 12 200 83 5000 0.90
Ar+ 2.3 12 500 83 2000 0.50

An important question in this context concerns the time zero marking the
start of the flight time measurements of the detected ions. For detection of
sputtered neutral particles, two cases must be distinguished [Wu001]:

i) If the post-ionization laser is fired later than the pulse switching the ex-
traction field on, the starting point of the flight time measurement is de-
termined by the firing time of the laser, since this time marks the creation
time of the detected photoions.

ii) If the ionization laser is fired before the ion extraction field is switched
on, the starting point of the flight time measurement is given by the
switching time of the extraction field rather than by the firing time of the
laser. Under this condition, the temporal width of the laser pulse does not
have any influence on the mass resolution, since the extraction potential
is only switched on after the end of the laser pulse

By varying the delay time between C and D and recording the measured
flight time of a particular ion species, one can therefore precisely determine
exact synchronization of laser and target pulses by means of transition between
cases i) and ii)
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5.2 Method

In this section basic principles of measurements in the laser SNMS technique
employed in the present work are described. The time-of-flight mass spectrom-
etry TOF is employed here to detect and analysis both of secondary ions and
neutral species sputtered from the bombarded surface. The main goal of such
an experiment is to determine the ionization probability α+,−, i.e. the proba-
bility that a sputtered particle becomes ionized in the course of the emission
process. Therefore, it is necessary to perform the detection of sputtered neutral
species and the corresponding secondary ions under exactly the same exper-
imental conditions with respect to detection sensitivity, accepted fractions of
emission angle and velocity distributions etc. To achieve that purpose, the
sample is bombarded with a pulsed ion beam, during the primary ion pulse the
sample is held at ground potential in order to ensure that the spatial region
between the surface and extraction electrode E1 (Fig. 18) is field free. The
sputtered neutral species are post-ionized by the laser which is fired immedi-
ately after the primary ion pulse. The resulting photoions are extracted by the
electric field which is switched on shortly (about 20 ns) after the ionizing laser
pulse. As discussed above this ensures that, the starting point of the flight
time measurement is given by the switching time of the extraction field rather
than by the firing time of the laser. Moreover, the use of this timing sequence
ensures that the temporal width and the shape of the flight time peak recorded
for particles of a particular mass are exclusively determined by the time refo-
cusing properties of the reflctron TOF spectrometer and, in particular, do not
depend on the temporal width of the ionization laser.

As mentioned previously (Section. 4. 2) the ionization volume must over-
lap with the acceptance volume of the TOF-MS. During acquisition of mass
spectra of sputtered neutral species the laser beam was defocused such that the
ionization volume is entirely determined by the acceptance volume of the mass
spectrometer. By increasing the laser intensity, it is possible to determine a
saturated signal of post-ionized neutral particles with neutral ionization prob-
ability α0 = 1 in case of single photon ionization (Indium sample). Due to the
fact that the cross section dimensions of the laser beam > 1 mm the transporta-
tion of particles into and out of the ionization volume during the firing time of
the laser pulse can be neglected. Therefore, in this case the measured signal
is representative of the number density of sputtered neutral particles present
within the ionization volume at the firing time of the laser.

For detection of secondary ions, the ionization laser is simply switched off,
while all other parameters (ion bombardment, target voltage, TOF spectrom-
eter settings, etc.) remain unchanged. In this case the experiment will detect
the secondary ions that have been sputtered during the primary ion pulse (the
extraction field was switch off) and migrated into the ionization volume. Since
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Figure 23: TOF-mass spectrum of sputtered indium atoms recorded (a) with and (b) without ion-
ization laser.

the extraction region above the surface is originally field free, these ions emerge
from the surface in the same way as the sputtered neutral particles. Upon
switching the extraction field on, those ions present in the ionization volume
are swept into the TOF spectrometer and are detected in exactly the same
way as the post-ionized neutrals. It should be noted that the width of the
time peaks of secondary ions measured in this way is independent of the pri-
mary ion pulse length, and one can therefore utilize long pulses of primary ions
ensuring that the ionization volume is completely filled with sputtered parti-
cles (ions and neutral) of all emission velocities. Under these conditions, the
measured ion signal is representative of the number density of secondary ions
present within the ionization volume. Moreover, since the instrument cannot
distinguish between post-ionized neutrals and secondary ions present within the
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ionization volume, the transmission and detection efficiency of both species are
identical. Under such conditions the ionization probability is directly deter-
mined from the ratio between the secondary ion signals (measured without the
ionizing laser) and the saturated secondary neutral signals without any further
correction. More details about the principle of this technique are found in refs.
[Wu2000], [Wu001].

For comparison between SNMS and SIMS mass spectra Fig. 23 shows an
example which was obtained on sputtered indium atoms. It is seen that the
mass spectral characteristics of secondary ions and post-ionized neutral particles
are identical. In particular the same microsecond long projectile ion pulse was
used, a procedure which is in pronounced contrast to the generally employed
operation mode of a TOF-SIMS spectrometer. Due to the delayed extraction
mode applied here, the TOF signals exhibit the same, sharp flight time peaks
as those of post-ionized neutrals. It is evident that the time resolution of the
measured SIMS spectrum is solely determined by switching of the extraction
field and has nothing to do with the projectile ion pulse length. Moreover,
SNMS and SIMS spectra exhibit almost identical flight times and peak shapes,
indicating a good spatial overlap of sensitive volume and ionization laser.

6 Photoionization

In this work, neutral atoms and clusters sputtered from a metal surface are
ionized due to the interaction with ultraviolet laser irradiation. In the case of
clusters, also photon induced fragmentation can occur. To describe the ion-
ization and fragmentation process of sputtered atoms and clusters in a simple
theoretical model [Wa94], only three different possible linear processes must be
considered, which are:

• Ionization of a neutral cluster.

• Fragmentation of a neutral cluster after absorption of photons.

• Fragmentation of an ionized cluster by absorption of a further photon.

In the case of an indium sample, all sputtered neutral species can be ionized
by absorption of a single photon. Hence, the ionization process can be easily
saturated at moderate laser power density. The respective rates of single photon
ionization are proportional to the corresponding interaction cross-section of the
respective cluster and to the irradiating laser power density:

RI,F◦,FI =
PL
hv

σI ,F◦ ,FI (57)
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PL : laser power density

hv : photon energy

σI , σF◦ , σFI
: cross section for ionization, neutral and

ionic fragmentation, respectively

For simplicity, the temporal laser pulse profile is assumed to be rectangular, i.e.
during the laser pulse duration ∆t the laser power density will be constant. In
addition all higher order absorption processes are neglected in the present treat-
ment. Then, the rate equations describing the number density of neutral (ρ◦)
and positively charged clusters (ρI) within the volume of interaction between
laser beam and sputtered species read:

dρ◦
dt

= − (RI +RF0) ρ◦(t) (58)

dρI
dt

= RIρ◦(t)−RFiρi(t) (59)

With the boundary conditions ρ◦(t = 0) = ρ◦ and ρI(t = 0) = 0, the differential
equations 58 and 59 can be easily solved yielding

ρ◦ (t) = ρ◦ · exp
µ
−(σI + σF◦) t

hv
PL

¶
(60)

and

ρI (t) = ρ◦·
σI

σI + σF◦ − σFI
·
·
1− exp

µ
−(σI + σF◦ − σFI ) t

hv
PL

¶¸
·exp

µ
−σFI t

hv
PL

¶
(61)

the number of non-fragmented photoions created within the interaction volume
∆V during the laser pulse duration ∆t, and hence the signal measured at a
specific laser power density PL, given by

S (PL) = ρI (∆t) ·∆V (62)

From given dependencies of the photoion signal (Eqs. 60 and 61 ), in spe-
cial case, if no fragmentation occurs, i.e. σF◦,I ¿ σI , that leads to the usual
saturation behavior of a single photon ionization process according to

S (PL) = ρ◦ ·∆V
·
1− exp

µ
−σI∆t

hv
PL

¶¸
(63)

then:

S (PL) = Ssat

·
1− exp

µ
−σI PL

hv
∆t

¶¸
(64)

where S sat is the saturation signal. In the present work we have two cases
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(i) For neutral sputtered silver particles in particular atoms, dimers, tetramers
and sexamers the energy of ionizing laser is not sufficient to permit single
photon ionization of these species and, hence, the post-ionization pro-
cess is not saturated. As a consequence, these species are ionized by two
photon ionization absorption. In this case the S (PL) is given by

S (PL)α exp−σI P
2
L

hv
∆t (65)

In order to calculate the sputtering yield the measured data must be
corrected for the known post-ionization efficiency. Such data is found in
ref. [Wa94] where the neutral sputtered silver particles have been post-
ionized by a 157 nm VUV laser beam that has a photon energy of 7.9
eV.

(ii) For sputtered neutral indium particles, the laser power density is enough
to drive photoion signals for all atoms and clusters to saturation mode.
Therefore, the dependence of measured signal on laser power density will
be in good agreement with Eq. (64), more details about this point are
found in Section 7. 1. 2.
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7 Results

In the present chapter the obtained experimental results will be presented.
There are three main parts describing the investigations of the bombarded sur-
faces by mass spectrometry and by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).

Firstly, the formation of sputtered indium clusters under bombardment with
Ar+ and SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5) ions is investigated. In order to obtain information
about the relative abundance of clusters among the flux of sputtered particles
independent of their charge state, mass spectra of both secondary ions and
sputtered neutral particles were recorded. In these experiments, a photon en-
ergy of the ionizing laser (6.4 eV) at wavelength of 193 nm is larger than the
ionization potential of indium atoms (5.79 eV) and all indium clusters. There-
fore, the photo-ionization of all neutral species is achieved by absorption of a
single photon (SPI) and, hence, a high ionization efficiency and low fragmen-
tation rates have been achieved. It has been demonstrated that under these
conditions the photo-ionization of sputtered neutral clusters can be saturated
at moderate laser power densities, and the partial sputtering yields of clusters
can therefore be determined from the measured data without prior knowledge
of photo-ionization cross sections [Co91], [Wu93a].

Secondly, we expand our experiments to investigate other metal surfaces to
understand the effect of reactive ion bombardment on the formation of sputtered
clusters. In this case a silver surface has been investigated under bombardment
with Xe+ and SF+5 ions. The goal of these experiments is to determine the
influence of the polyatomic projectiles SF+5 on the partial sputtering yields as
well as to investigate the question whether the relative contribution of clusters
in the sputtered flux is enhanced under SF+5 in comparison with monatomic
Xe+ ions. Expanding on this study, the role of fluorine projectile nuclearity
in sputtering of silver has been investigated by bombarding the target surface
under SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5).

Finally, an X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS) has been used in order
to investigate the change of chemical state of metal silver subjected to SF+m
(m = 1, ..., 5) and to determine the concentration of fluorine at the bombarded
surface as a function of the projectile nuclearity.
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7.1 Sputtering from indium under bombardment with SF+m (m =
1, ..., 5) and Ar+ projectiles

In the present chapter, the experimental data on the formation of sputtered
indium clusters under bombardment with SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5) and Ar+ ions will
be presented. By comparing the secondary ion yields with those of the cor-
responding neutrals, it is possible to unravel the behavior of the partial sput-
tering yields and ionization probabilities as a function of the fluorine content
and nuclearity of the projectile. Such information is needed in order to obtain
a better understanding of the formation mechanisms of sputtered cluster ions
under bombardment with chemically reactive polyatomic projectiles. Indium is
selected as target material since:

(i) It is well known that, rare gas ion bombardment of an indium surface
produces large amounts of Inn clusters [St002]

(ii) The photoionization of sputtered neutral indium atoms and clusters is
easily saturated using single photon-ionization at a convenient wavelength
of 193 nm [St002].

7.1.1 Experimental conditions

A polycrystalline metallic indium sample is bombarded under 45o incidence
with Ar+ or SF+m (m = 1, .., 5) ions at 10 keV impact energy. As mentioned
previously (in Section. 4. 1. 4 ), the ion beam current generated by the
plasma cold cathode ion source drastically depends on the conditions of the ion
generating plasma which tends to be unstable when the ion source is operated
with pure SF6 gas. In order to achieve enhanced stability and permit a rapid
switching between different projectile ions, the ion source is therefore operated
with a gas mixture of 50% Argon and 50% SF6 and the desired projectiles are
selected by means of a Wien filter. Fig. 24 displays the spectrum of a gas
mixture Ar/SF6 that is recorded by means of a quadrupole mass spectrometer
operated in residual gas analysis mode.

It is seen that, besides H2O, Ar and SF6 related fragments have been ob-
served. In an attempt to determine quantitatively the contribution of different
species in the gas mixture we have integrated the signal intensity of Ar+ and
SF+3 , SF

+
4 and SF+5 , respectively. The results are displayed in the following

table:

species Integrated signal
Ar+ 45

SF+5 61

SF+4 6

SF+3 9
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Figure 24: Spectrum of a gas mixture of Ar and SF6 recorded by a quadrupole mass spectrometer.
Vacuum pressure 5·10−8 mbar.

It is well known that due to different cross sections for electron impact
ionization each gas has a special gas correction factor (Rg) with respect to the
standard gas (nitrogen). Therefore, the integrated signal is divided by 1.29
for Ar+ and by 2.2 for the sum of all SF+m species, where 1.29 and 2.2 the Rg

values for Ar and SF6 respectively [Ba83]. The abundance of Ar and SF6 in a
gas mixture is found to be 50% and 50% respectively. The typical ion currents
of different projectiles that are delivered under these conditions are displayed
in Fig. 25.

Under these conditions the ion source has been operated for long time (at
least two months) without the need to change the cathode or anode, which
have to be frequently replaced by new ones when pure SF6 is used as feed gas.
Other advantage of these conditions is the high stability of the produced ion
currents due to the stability of the ion generating plasma in the ion source.
More specifically, during operation time of four hours, the ion current is varied
(higher or lower) in range of 5 % with respect to initial ion current. Note
that the ion currents have been measured several times and it is found that in
all cases the same behavior as displayed in Fig. 25 has been observed. The
operation parameters of the ion source with a gas mixture of Ar and SF6 is
found in Section. 4. 1. 4.

From the projectile current spectrum (Fig. 25) some observations can be
made:
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Figure 25: Projectile ion current delivered by the ion source operated with a mixture of Ar and SF6
gas versus mass of different projectiles (Ar and SF+m with m = 1, ..., 5) [Gh004].

(i) The SF+3 projectile has the largest primary ion current, while its apparent
abundance in the gas spectrum does not exceed 6 %. This finding indicates
largely different cracking patterns between the gas discharge operational
in the ion source and in the electron impact of the residual gas analyzer.
Hence, we must conclude that the ionization and dissociation processes
occurring in the plasma are far more complicated than a simple electron
impact process.

(ii) The summed projectile currents of SF6 constituents are three times higher
than the Ar current, although Ar and SF6 are equally abundant in the
gas mixture.
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7.1.2 Dependence of measured signal on laser intensity

In order to determine at which laser power density the saturation of ionization
process of post-ionized species is achieved, the dependence of measured signals
on power density of the ionized laser was investigated. For this purpose, the
laser pulse energy could be reduced in a controlled fashion focusing by a stack
of two variable dielectric attenuators located in front of the lens (more details
about the experiments procedure are found in Section. 4. 1. 9 ). The laser in-
tensity was monitored either by a home made photoelectric detector (described
in Section 4. 1. 8) that is mounted on the window of UHV chamber or directly
by pyroelectric Joulemeter JD500.
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Figure 26: Integrated signal of post-ionized neutral Inn clusters versus power density of the ionizing
laser. The indium surface was bombarded with 10-keV Ar+ ions.

Fig. 26 shows the dependence of the measured integrated mass signals of
sputtered neutral In, In2 and In3 on the peak power density of the ionizing laser.
The latter values are calculated from the measured pulse energy by assuming
a rectangular temporal laser pulse profile of 20 ns duration and a measured
beam cross section of about 2.5 mm2 in the interaction region located about 1
mm above the surface. As mentioned in Section. 6, the measured signal as a
function of the laser power density should by given by :
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S (PL) = Ssat

·
1− exp

µ
−σi∆t

hv
PL

¶¸
(66)

From the saturation curves depicted in Fig. 26, it is seen that, in the regime of
low laser power density PL the measured signals increase linearly with increas-
ing PL, a behavior which is expected for a single photon absorption process
according to Eq. (66). At power density values around or below 106 W/cm2,
the signals level off due to the saturation of the photoionization process. If the
PL is increased further, the measured signal is found to turn over and decrease
again. This behavior can be attributed to the onset of multiphoton fragmen-
tation processes which require the simultaneous absorption of more than one
photon and can therefore be assumed to play only a minor role at low PL. For
dimers and trimers, it is apparent that the measured signals increase again at
large power densities. This behavior is surprising because one would expect
decrease of the measured signals with increasing PL due to the fragmentation
process. It is of interest to note that there is a nice plateau of the In signal over
about 2 orders of magnitude in PL .Thus indicating that the volume effects are
absent and cluster signal increase can only be induced by signal contributions
from multiphoton fragmentation (dissociative ionization ) of larger sputtered
clusters. By applying a least squares fit of Eq. (65) to the measured data, the
saturated signals SSat and the photo absorption cross section σi can be obtained
as fitting parameters. The resulting fit curves are included in Fig. 26 as solid
lines and the corresponding values of the single photoabsorption cross section
are displayed in the following table :

Indium atoms photoabsorption cross section σi (cm2)
In 1.7x10−16

In2 1.2x10−16

In3 3.6x10−16

Interestingly, it is found that the photoabsorption cross section of indium
atoms is larger than that of dimers. This behavior is quite different from that
observed for other sputtered metal clusters [Wu96]. Staudt [St002] has pre-
viously made the same observation in a similar study. The reason for the
unexpected ordering of the cross sections is not clear at the present time.
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7.1.3 Neutral clusters

Mass spectra of post-ionized neutral atoms and clusters that are sputtered from
a clean polycrystalline indium surface under bombardment with 10-keV Ar+,
SF+5 SF

+
4 , SF

+
3 , SF

+
2 and SF

+ projectiles are illustrated in Fig. 27.
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Figure 27: Mass spectra of post-ionized neutral atoms and clusters sputtered from a polycrystalline
indium surface under bombardment with 10-keV Ar+ and SF+m (m = 1, . . . , 5) projectile ions incident
under 45o with respect to surface normal. Post-ionization laser: 193 nm, ≈ 2 x 107 Wcm−2 [Gh004].

The mass spectrum is recorded at a resolution of aboutm/∆m = 400, which
appears to be approximately constant across the whole spectrum. Depending
on the signal level, the different traces depicted in each panel were recorded with
direct charge digitization or single ion pulse counting, respectively (more details
about both detection modes are found in Sections. 4. 3. 1, 2 ). In addition,
the signals of sputtered monomers and dimers were blanked from reaching the
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detector during acquisition of the pulse counting spectra of larger clusters in
order to avoid detector saturation. The two kinds of mass spectra are connected
together at the indium tetramers signal because the intensity of this peak was
still large enough to be measured directly in the analog mode and, on other
hand, was small enough to be detected in the pulse counting mode without
saturating the ion counting scheme. Every pulse counting spectrum is averaged
over a number of 1000 instrument cycles ( primary ion pulses and laser shots).
Spectra measured in the analog mode has been averaged over 100 of such pulse
counting TOF spectra. As mentioned previously (in Section. 4. 3. 2 ) the
amplification factor (Famp) between analog and pulse counting mode must be
determined to compare the resulting yields measured in both modes. In the
present experiments, the amplification factor is found to be:

Famp =
Spulse countingIn4

Sana log
In4

= 600 (67)

It is seen that sputtered neutral clusters containing up to 16 atoms can be
identified under bombardment with SF+5 , SF

+
4 and SF+3 , whereas Ar

+, SF+2
and SF+ projectiles allow the detection of clusters containing up to 12 atoms.
Note that the spectra obtained under SF+5 and SF

+
4 are almost identical. While

the mass spectrum obtained under Ar+ bombardment is relatively clean, small
peaks corresponding to InnF and InnS clusters are observed under SF+m bom-
bardment. The formation of these molecules is caused by a projectile induced
S and F contamination of the surface. The magnitude of the corresponding sig-
nals is almost negligible for sputtered neutrals but quite strong in the secondary
ion spectra. As observed previously under rare ions bombardment [St002], the
signal of In monomers is most intensive in comparison with the other clus-
ter peaks. Moreover, the signal intensity of sputtered Inn clusters is found to
strongly decrease with increasing cluster size n.

In order to obtain a more quantitative evaluation, Fig. 28 shows the in-
tegrated signals of sputtered neutral clusters - normalized to the primary ion
current as a function of the cluster size. Since all other experimental parameters
are identical (in particular for SF+m projectiles), the resulting signal variation
directly represents the variation of the respective partial sputtering yields un-
der bombardment with different projectiles. It is apparent that the yields of
neutral indium atoms and dimers sputtered from an indium surface under Ar+

bombardment are smaller compared to those produced under SF+m cluster ions
by factors ranging from 1.8 to 2.7 for atoms and from 1.6 to 2.9 for dimers.
Among the SF+m projectile series, a strong enhancement in sputtered cluster
abundance is observed with increasing projectile fluorine nuclearity m. The
magnitude of this enhancement is found to increase with increasing cluster size
n . As will be discussed in more detail below, these findings can in principle
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Figure 28: Integrated signal of post-ionized neutral In atoms and Inn clusters sputtered from a
polycrystalline indium surface under bombardment with 10-keV Ar+ and SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5) ions
versus cluster size n. The data have been normalized to the primary ion current in order to allow
direct comparison between different projectiles [Gh004].

be caused by an independent variation of the total sputter yield or the occur-
rence of non-additive enhancement effects in collisional spikes. Interestingly,
the relative cluster yield distribution produced by Ar+ bombardment is almost
identical to that observed for SF+5 , but markedly different from that measured
for SF+. This finding appears surprising since the mass of Ar+ is significantly
smaller than that of SF+5 , but quite close to that of SF

+.
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7.1.4 Secondary cluster ions

As has been discussed already in Section 5. 2, the secondary ion spectra were
recorded under the same experimental conditions as the sputtered neutrals,
except fact that the post-ionization laser was switched off. Mass spectra of
secondary cluster ions ejected from an indium surface under bombardment with
10-keV Ar+, SF+5 SF

+
4 , SF

+
3 , SF

+
2 and SF

+ ions are displayed in Fig. 29.
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Figure 29: Mass spectra of positive secondary cluster ions sputtered from a polycrystalline indium
surface under bombardment with 10-keV Ar+ and SF+m (m = 1, . . . , 5) projectile ions incident under
45o with respect to surface normal.

All spectra were recorded in the analog detection mode for small clusters
up to 4 atoms and in the pulse counting mode for larger clusters. Fig. 29
displays only spectra that are recorded in the analog mode for small mass
range. As a general observation, it is seen that in all spectra the intensity of
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the monomer signal is much higher than that of larger cluster ions. This finding
is in good agreement with data measured under 15 keV-Xe+ bombardment at
higher primary ion current density [St002]. The signal intensities of monomers
and large cluster ions under SF+m (m = 1, .., 5) projectiles bombardment are
higher than those produced by Ar+, although the Ar+ primary ion current is
larger than those of SF+m (except SF+3 ) projectiles. Comparing the In

+ signals
produced by SF+3 and Ar

+ find a factor 20, although the primary ion currents
of both projectiles are comparable (see Fig. 25). As an important observation,
it can be seen that while the signal intensity of InF+ is much smaller than
that of In+, the larger heteronuclear clusters In2F+ and In3S+ are higher than
the corresponding homonuclear clusters In+2 and In

+
3 respectively. This finding

indicates the presence of a projectile induced F contamination of the surface.
Apparently, the effect of reactive ion bombardment on the enhancement of
secondary ions is more pronounced for cluster ions with small abundance.
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Figure 30: (a) The ratio between the integrated signal of In2F+ and In+2 and (b) the ratio between
the integrated signal of InF and In as a function of projectile mass.
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In an attempt to determine the relative concentration of F atoms (cSF ) on
the bombarded surface, we calculated the ratio of integrated signal of In2F+ and
In+2 for different projectiles. The results are displayed in Fig. 30(a). We have
selected the SIMS dimer signals to integrate because the In2F+ constitutes
a prominent peak in all spectra. According to the cluster formation model
[Wu87], the sputtered yield is related to the concentration of an elements into
the sample surface. By apply this concept in our case we found out:

YInFαc
S
In · cSF (68)

where cSIn + cSF = 1. In addition;

YIn2Fα(c
S
In)

2 · cSF (69)

In case of positive secondary ions

YIn2F+α(c
S
In)

2 · cSF · α+InF (70)

here, α+InF is positive ionization probability of InF

YIn+2
α(cSIn)

2 · α+In2 (71)

A ssuming the variation of α+ as a function of cSF to be similar for both
molecules, we obtain. From Eqs. (70, 71)

cSFα
YIn2F+

YIn+2
(72)

It is seen that the In2F+/In+2 ratio is increased directly with increasing fluorine
nuclearity in the projectiles, indicating that a higher uptake of fluorine takes
place for SF+5 projectiles than SF

+
3 . These results suggest that the highest sec-

ondary indium ion signal measured with SF+3 projectiles does not relate to the
highest concentration of F atoms on the target surface. This will be discussed
in more detail in Section 7. 1. 5. Moreover, to determine the concentration
of F atoms from sputtered neutral clusters, we calculate the ratio between the
integrated signal of InF and In as a function of projectile mass. The result is
displayed in Fig. 30(b). It is seen that the ratio of InF to In also increases
directly with increasing fluorine nuclearity of the projectile. From Fig. 30, it is
note that the variation of both signal ratios with m is similar. In particular, we
find that cSF increases about 10-fold between SF

+ and SF+5 projectiles. More-
over, it is seen that SF+3 bombardment apparently does not produce a larger
fluorine surface concentration than SF+5 . The implication of that finding will
be discussed in more detail in Section 7. 1. 5.

The integrated signals of secondary In+ ions and In+n cluster ions - normal-
ized to the primary ion current - are shown in Fig. 31. As for the sputtered
neutral particles, the difference between the curves directly represents the vari-
ation of the respective secondary ion yields induced by the different projectiles
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Figure 31: Integrated signal of positive secondary In+ and In+n cluster ions sputtered from a poly-
crystalline indium surface under bombardment with 10-keV Ar+ and SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5) ions versus
cluster size n. The data have been normalized to the primary ion current in order to allow direct
comparison between different projectiles [Gh004].

The first important observation is that in all cases of SF+m projectile bom-
bardment the yields of secondary ions are higher than those produced under
Ar+ bombardment. A second important observation is that - upon transition
from Ar+ to SF+m - the yield increase of secondary ions is much more pronounced
than that of the corresponding neutral species. From Fig. 28 and Fig. 31, it is
seen that the magnitude of the enhancement is small for sputtered atoms and
dimers and increases with increasing sputtered cluster size.
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7.1.5 Ionization probabilities

The ionization probability represents one of the most important parameters in
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). It is defined as the probability that
a sputtered particle becomes ionized ( positive or negative) in the course of
the emission process and can be determined experimentally as follows. The
measured SNMS signal of secondary neutral particles of a sputtered species X
is given by:

S(X0) = IP · YX0 · η0X · α0X (73)

IP : primary ion current
α0X : postionization probability
ηx
0 : geometry and transmission factor

YX0 : partial sputtering yield of neutral species X that is given by

YX0 = YX ·
¡
1− α+X − α−X

¢
(74)

where α+X , α
−
X denote the positive and negative ionization probabilities, re-

spectively. In the case of metal surfaces the negative ionization probability is
found to be very small α−X ¿ 1. Therefore, it will be neglected in the further
calculations. The measured positive secondary signal is given by

S(X+) = IP · YX · α+X · η(+)X (75)

Due to the fact that neutral and positive sputtered species are measured under
exactly experimental conditions, we can assume η0X = ηX

+. In addition, α0X = 1

for the measured signal of SNMS in saturation mode. Then:

S
¡
X0
¢

S(X+)
=

¡
1− α+X

¢
α+X

(76)

α+X =
S (X+)

S (X+) + S (X0)
(77)

Eq. (77) can now be utilized to evaluate the ionization probabilities of
indium atoms and clusters generated by different projectiles. The results are
displayed in Fig. 32.

It is seen that the ionization probability produced under Ar+ bombardment
is small compared to that observed under SF+5 , SF

+
4 and SF

+
3 impact. Moreover,

all ionization probabilities are small compared to unity, and the neutral yields
are therefore directly representative of the respective partial sputtering yields.
Note that the largest enhancement of the ionization probability is observed for
In atoms. For clusters, the enhancement is smaller and almost independent
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Figure 32: Ionization probability of In atoms and Inn clusters sputtered from a polycrystalline indium
surface under bombardment with 10-keV Ar+ and SF+5 (m = 1, ..., 5) ions versus cluster size [Gh004].

of the cluster size. We attribute this enhancement to a chemical matrix effect
induced by the incorporation of fluorine from the projectile into the surface. In
this context, it is interesting to note that the ionization probabilities exhibit an
ordering according to α+x

¡
SF+3

¢
> α+x

¡
SF+4

¢
> α+x

¡
SF+5

¢
. At first sight, this

result is surprising because one would intuitively expect the highest ionization
probability for the projectile containing the largest number of fluorine atoms
(SF+5 ). More specifically, one would assume a monotonic dependence on the
surface concentration of fluorine, which must under sputter equilibrium condi-
tions be determined by a balance between implantation and re-sputtering of F
atoms described by

Q+ = Q− (78)

Here Q+ is the rate of implantation of F atoms into the target surface that
writes as follows :

Q+ = Jp ·m (79)

Where Jp and m are the primary ion current density and the fluorine nuclearity
of the projectile, respectively. Q− is the rate of resputtering of S and F atoms
from the surface that is given by

Q− = Y(F ) · Jp (80)

Y(F ) denote the partial sputtering yields for F atoms, which under sputter
equilibrium conditions can be written to first approximation as

Y(F,S) = Ytot
¡
SF+m

¢ · cSF (81)
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where Ytot denotes the total sputtering yield. By substituting Eqs. (79, 80, 81)
into Eq. (78) we obtain

cSF =
m

Ytot
¡
SF+m

¢ (82)

The last equation describes the equilibrium surface concentration of F atoms
as a function of fluorine nuclearity m and total sputtering yield Ytot. The
relative variation of Ytot between different projectiles can be determined from
the weighted sum of neutral signals S(n) normalized to the primary ion current
presented in Fig. 28 according to

Ytot ∝
X
n

n · S (n) (83)
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Figure 33: a) Total sputtering yield of polycrystalline indium under bombardment with different
10-keV projectile ions as a function of projectile mass [Gh004]. b) The same data after corrected with
respect to the yield produced by Ar+ ions.

The resulting total sputtering yield as a function of the projectile size is
shown in Fig. 33(a). In order to arrive at absolute values, the data have
been normalized to a yield value of 10.4 atoms/ion which was calculated for
45◦, 10-keV Ar+ impact using the SRIM 2003 computer simulation package
[SRIM]. This was done since no experimental data on indium sputtering yields
are available in the range around 10-keV impact energy either for Ar+or SF+m
projectiles.
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Figure 34: The ratio of the total sputtering yield calcualted by SRIM program and the sum of neutral
signals calcuated by Eq. (83).

As mentioned previously ( in Section. 5. 1) the measured signals under Ar+

bombardment may be underestimated by factor of 50 % due to the problem of
the timing sequence. That means the total sputtering yields for all constituents
of SF+m projectiles should be lower by factor of 2 than the data depicted in Fig.
33(a). To clarify this point, Fig. 34 displays the ratio of the total sputtering
yield calculated by SRIM and the sum of neutral signals calculated by Eq.
(83). An important observation on the data of Fig. 34 (sold line) is for all SF+m
projectiles, the magnitude of the ratio ranging from 8 to 8.5, whereas for Ar+

the ratio increasing up to 10.25. This means that the measured signals under
Ar+ bombardment is underestimated. However, if we calculated the measured
data for Ar+ with correction factor of 50 % (Fig. 34 dash dot line), the ratio
of the total sputtering yield and the measured signals with Ar+ is clearly lower
than the magnitude ratio for all projectiles. This indicates that with correction
factor of 50 % the measured signals with Ar+ is overestimated and in this
case the total sputtering yield produced by SF+m projectiles is lower than that
estimated by SRIM program. On the basis of these observations, we expect that
the the measured signals under Ar+ bombardment may be underestimated by
factor of 22 % rather than 50 %. This assumption is based on the fact that the
calculation of signal loss (as described in Section. 5. 1) is inversely depended
on the magnitude of r. Therefore, if the magnitude of r is increased the signal
loss decreases.

The total sputtering yield and the respective corrected data are displayed in
Fig. 33(a) and (b), respectively. It is seen that in both case the total sputtering
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yields are larger for SF+m compared to Ar
+ projectiles and increase linearly with

increasing projectile fluorine nuclearity. Both findings may be qualitatively in-
terpreted in terms of the fact that our experiments have been performed under
identical total kinetic energy of the impinging projectiles. Upon impact, the
cluster projectiles disintegrate, and the kinetic energy of each individual con-
stituent atom is lower for larger projectile clusters. According to linear cascade
theory [Si81a], the sputtering yield should be roughly proportional to the en-
ergy FD deposited close to the surface. In order to estimate the variation of this
quantity for different projectiles, we calculate its depth distribution FD (x) from
the normalized vacancy distribution fvac(E0, x) calculated for every projectile
constituent separately using the SRIM computer simulation code. Assuming
a linear superposition of effects induced by each projectile constituent, the re-
sulting value of FD at the surface (x = 0) imposed by the impact of an SF+m
projectile is determined as

FD (x = 0) = m · fFvac
¡
EF
0 , x = 0

¢ ·EF
0 + fSvac

¡
ES
0 , x = 0

¢ ·ES
0 (84)

where EF
0 and E

S
0 reflect the kinetic energy partition between F and S projectile

constituents, respectively. The magnitude of EF
0 and E

S
0 will be estimated from

the kinetic energy partition according to:

E0 = (MS +mMF )
1

2
· V 2 (85)

Where E0 the total kinetic impact energy (10-keV), MS and MF the atomic
mass of S and F atoms respectively, V is the impact velocity . The kinetic
energy of S and F atoms is given by

ES
0 =MS · 1

2
V 2 (86)

EF
0 =MF · 1

2
V 2 (87)

from Eqs. (85, 86 , 87) we obtain

ES
0 =

MS

MS +mMF
·E0 (88)

EF
0 =

MF

MS +mMF
·E0 (89)

The resulting energies of S and F atoms for different projectiles calculated by
equations ( 88, 89) are displayed in the following table:

Projectiles ES
0 keV EF

0 keV
SF+5 2.5 1.5

SF+4 3 1.75

SF+3 3.6 2.13

SF+2 4.5 2.7

SF+ 6.27 3.72
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In evaluating Eq. (84), the calculated distributions fvac (x) were averaged
over a surface layer of ∆x = 2 Å. The resulting values of FD calculated for
10-keV Ar+ and SF+m projectiles impinging under 45◦ are depicted in Fig. 35.
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Figure 35: Energy FD deposited at the surface and effective projectile stopping power (dE/dx) for
impact of different 10-keV projectiles onto indium as a function of projectile mass. The data have
been calculated using the SRIM2003 computer simulation package [Gh004].

It is evident that at constant impact energy all SF+m clusters deposit more
energy at the surface than the Ar+ projectile. Moreover, a larger projectile
deposits more of its energy closer to the surface, thereby producing a higher
sputtering yield. Both predictions are in good agreement with our experi-
mental observations depicted in Fig. 33. According to linear cascade theory,
the deposited energy should be proportional to the projectile stopping power
(dE/dx) |E0 . Since both quantities are determined in the SRIM simulation
code, we can compare their projectile dependence as shown in Fig. 35. In order
to calculate the effective stopping power, the same summation procedure as
outlined in Eq. (84) is employed. It is seen that for SF+m projectiles the linear
dependence on fluorine nuclearity m is observed in both cases. Interestingly,
the proportionality constant

α =
FD (x = 0)

(dE/dx) |E0
(90)

appears to be smaller for Ar+ (1.0) than for SF+mprojectiles (1.3). According to
theory, this quantity should increase with increasing mass ratio between target
and projectile (Fig. 36).
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Figure 36: Factor α dependence on mass ratio M2/M1. Full-drawn line: theoretical, evaluated for
elastic scattering only no surface correction applied. Dashed curve, interpolated from experimental
sputtering yields for 45 keV Ar+ ions on Si, Cu, Ag and Au. The difference is mainly due to the
neglect of the surface correction at large mass ratios [Si81a]

The fact that we observe a higher α for SF+m therefore provides a good
indication that the stopping of an SF+m projectile is equivalent to the sum of
the stopping of its constituents. A similar finding has been reported for Au−n
projectiles implanted into various metal and semiconductor target materials
[An003].

The sputtering yield data depicted in Fig. 33a) can now be used to estimate
the fluorine uptake of the surface as a function of projectile fluorine nuclear-
ity m. After evaluating Eq. (81) for different values of m, it is found that the
maximum fluorine uptake should occur for SF+5 (Fig. 37). In contrast, the max-
imum ionization probability is measured for SF+3 . As a consequence, we have to
conclude that either the ionization probability does not strictly monotonously
depend on the surface concentration of fluorine, or that other factors must also
play a role in the formation of secondary ions at SF+m-bombarded surfaces.

In fact, a similar observation as made here has been previously reported
by Reuter and coworkers [Re87], [Re88b] who demonstrated that an increase
of the surface fluorine uptake by bleeding F2 into the vacuum chamber does
not necessarily enhance the secondary ion yields. Moreover, they found that
the ionization probabilities of atoms sputtered from metallic targets under CF+3
bombardment were higher than or at least equal to those found for O+2 projec-
tiles. When comparing our results with those obtained in refs. [Re87], [Re88b],
it is of interest to note that
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Figure 37: Concentration of fluorine onto the target surface calculated by Eq. (82) as a function of
projectile mass.

(i) the primary ion current delivered from the ion source was largest at
CF+3 ([Re87], [Re88b]) and SF

+
3 (our case)

(ii) the highest ionization probabilities have been observed for CF+3 ([Re87],
[Re88b]) and SF+3 (our case ).

We deduce from these results that the projectile XF+3 (X= C, S,...) must
have some specialty that makes it the most abundant ion in the plasma on one
hand and the most effective projectile for the production of secondary ions on
the other hand.

7.1.6 Partial sputtering yields

In order to discuss the efficiency of different projectiles with respect to cluster
production in sputtering, we first define relative partial sputtering yields of Inn
clusters as

Y rel
Inn =

YInn
YIn1

(91)

The yield enhancement of a sputtered cluster containing n atoms as a function
of the projectile fluorine nuclearity m is then described by an enhancement
factor

k1,m (n) =
Y rel
Inn
(SF+m)

Y rel
Inn
(SF+)

(92)
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Figure 38: Enhancement factor k [see Eq. (92) for definition] for partial sputter yields of Inn clusters
upon transition from SF+ to SF+m and Ar+ projectiles as a function of cluster size n [Gh004].

The resulting values are plotted as a function of the cluster size n in Fig. 38
For the set of SF+m projectiles, it is seen that the enhancement observed

with increasing m is more pronounced for larger sputtered clusters. The largest
effect is observed for In9, the production of which is enhanced about 20 times as
much as the total sputtering yield upon transition from SF+ to SF+5 projectiles.

It should be noted that the increase observed for all sputtered clusters larger
than dimers is non-additive in the sense that the value of k1,m is larger than
the atom ratio (m + 1)/2 between SF+m and SF+ projectiles. Since our work
was performed under conditions of constant total impact energy rather than
constant impact velocity, the values of k determined here cannot be directly
compared to what has frequently been described as non-additive cluster yield
enhancement measured for constant impact energy per constituent projectile
atom [Be97], [Be00a], [Be00b]. In any case, the data presented in Fig. 38
provide clear evidence that the efficiency of cluster production is significantly
increased during the progression from SF+ to SF+5 projectiles.

In principle, this finding is expected since it has been frequently observed
that the relative abundance of sputtered clusters is correlated with the total
sputtering yield [Wu002]. More specifically, the cluster abundance distribution
is changed in favor of large clusters with increasing total yield as long as atomic
projectiles are used. For polyatomic projectiles, it has been demonstrated that
this correlation may not be valid any more if the total yield significantly exceeds
about 30 atoms/ion, indicating a transition into the “spike” regime of sputtering
[He003]. Since all sputter yield values determined here are below that limit, our
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data fit well into this picture.

Interestingly, the enhancement factors measured for Ar+ with respect to
SF+ projectiles are practically identical to those determined for SF+5 . Hence,
SF+5 is not more efficient in producing sputtered clusters than Ar

+, but more
efficient than SF+m with smaller m. Particularly the former finding appears
surprising, since the monoatomic Ar+ projectile will penetrate deeper into the
solid, leading to less deposition of energy immediately at the surface. As a
consequence, the total sputtering yield imposed by Ar+ impact is smaller than
those induced by SF+m projectiles (cf. Fig. 33). The well-known scaling of
the cluster yield distribution with total sputter yield [Wu002] would therefore
predict a pronounced enhancement between Ar+ and SF+5 . The fact that this
is not observed may relate to the incorporation of projectile species into the
surface. To clarify this point some more, we employ simple statistical consid-
erations, which state that the yield of a sputtered Inn cluster should follow the
indium surface concentration as

¡
cSIn
¢n. Therefore, if cSIn is reduced due to an

S or F surface contamination, cluster formation will be suppressed, the effect
being the more pronounced the larger the sputtered cluster. For an In9 clusters,
a contamination induced reduction of cSIn by 20 % (cSIn = 0.8) would already
lead to an order of magnitude decrease in relative cluster yield. The resulting
yield reduction may in principle counterbalance the enhancement induced by
the larger total sputtering yield.

7.1.7 Conclusion

The use of SF+m (m = 1, . . . , 5) cluster ion projectiles to bombard an indium
surface leads to a drastic increase of the ionization probability of sputtered
In atoms and Inn clusters as compared to Ar+ ion bombardment at the same
kinetic energy. This effect is attributed to a chemical matrix effect due to
fluorine incorporation into the target surface. The largest value of the ionization
probability is found for a projectile fluorine nuclearity of m = 3. This finding
suggests that the formation of secondary ions cannot solely be determined by
the fluorine surface concentration.

The total sputtering yield is found to be larger for SF+m than for Ar+ pro-
jectiles and to increase linearly with increasing m. Both findings are shown to
be in agreement with the prediction of linear cascade theory. For SF+m projec-
tiles, the relative abundance of clusters in the total flux of sputtered particles
is found to increase with increasing m, the enhancement being larger for larger
sputtered clusters. This finding is in accordance with the general correlation
between cluster abundance distribution and total sputtering yield which has
been found for many target materials under bombardment with monoatomic
projectiles. From these observations, we conclude that non-linear effects do
not play a dominant role for the system and impact energy studied here. No
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significant increase of relative cluster abundances, on the other hand, is found
between Ar+ and SF+m projectiles, although the total sputtering yield induced
by SF+5 projectiles is almost 3-fold larger than that induced by Ar

+. We sug-
gest that this finding may be caused by the surface contamination under SF+m
bombardment which acts to suppress the formation of larger clusters.
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7.2 Formation of sputtered silver clusters under bombardment
with Xe+ and SF+5 ions

As already outlined in the introduction, silver represents an interesting target
metal for investigations performed here, since a large database on cluster sput-
tering under atomic projectile bombardment exists for that material. In partic-
ular, it has been established experimentally that rare gas ion bombardment of
polycrystalline silver surfaces produces the highest relative cluster abundance
in the sputtered flux that has been observed for metallic targets under compa-
rable bombardment conditions. If heavy projectiles such as Xe+ are employed
with kinetic impact energy above 10 keV, our group has demonstrated that
more than 50 % of all emitted Ag atoms leave the surface in a bound state, i.e.,
in form of Agn clusters [St2000]. The size distribution of the emitted clusters
has been found to be dominated by dimers (n = 2) with a relative abundance
of several 10 % (normalized to that of monomers). All relative yields of larger
clusters with n ≥ 3 are found to be at least one order of magnitude smaller and
decay towards larger sizes according to a power law n−δ, the exponent δ ranging
from about 7.5 to 3.7 depending on the bombarding conditions. The smallest
value of δ, corresponding to the highest relative abundance of large clusters in
the sputtered flux has been observed for 15-keV Xe+ impact [St2000]. In this
work; Staudt et al. have found a variation of the power law exponent δ depend-
ing on the sputtered cluster size : for n ≤ 30, a value of δ = 4 was measured,
while for n > 30 the decay become much less pronounced, now corresponding
to a value of of δ ' 2.

Based on that experience, it is of great interest to determine whether bom-
bardment with a polyatomic projectile may even further enhance the relative
clusters abundance. In this context, SF+m ions represent a particularly useful
class of projectiles, since SF+5 has virtually the same mass as Xe

+. In a first
step, we will therefore compare the Agn cluster abundance distributions gen-
erated by isoenergetic SF+5 and Xe

+ and relate them to the difference in total
sputter yield. The results of that study, which was performed in collaboration
with the Arifov institute of Electronics of the Uzbekistan Academy of Science
and historically constitutes our first experiments on sputtered metal cluster
yields under SF+m bombardment, will be described in this chapter.
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7.2.1 Experimental conditions

In the present experiment a polycrystalline metallic silver sample is bombarded
under 45◦ incidence with Xe+ or SF+5 ions at 10 keV impact energy. The
cold cathode plasma ion source was operated with either pure Xe or SF6 gas
and under optimized conditions delivers a total beam 330 nA (Xe+) and 77 nA
(SF+5 ), respectively. Mass spectra of neutral particles sputtered from the surface
are recorded by post-ionization of ejected neutral species using an intense UV
laser pulse. The ionizing laser was again operated at λ = 193 nm. Note that in
this experiment due to the high ionization potentials of Ag and Ag2 (≈ 7.6 eV)
the photoionization efficiency is not saturated and the measured signals of post-
ionized neutral Ag atoms and Ag2 dimers therefore strongly depend on the laser
power density. The pulse energy of the laser was therefore carefully monitored
and kept constant within a few percent by means of an optical feedback loop.

It should be noted at this point that the use of 193 nm postionization
constitutes a major drawback of the experiments on silver and was the original
reason why we chose indium as a target material in the preceding chapter.
For silver, we could in principle change the ionizing laser to a wavelength of
157 nm, where the corresponding photon energy (7.9 eV) would be sufficient
to allow single photon ionization of all sputtered Agn species. While this was
done in previous studies performed in our group [Wa94], [St2000] it was not
possible here due to the fact that the Atomika ion source needed to generate
the SF+m ions and VUV laser generating the 157 nm radiation are physically
attached to two different TOF system. Since transport of VUV radiation over
long distances is problematic, we therefore chose to revert to the more readily
available UV wavelength of 193 nm, thereby sacrificing the possibility of single
photon ionization for sputtered Ag and Ag2 species. The results obtained this
way can still be quantified due to the fact that the measured spectra under
rare gas ion bombardment can be compared to those obtained earlier using a
different ion source and 157 nm postionization.

7.2.2 Neutral clusters

Fig. 39 shows raw data, i.e., mass spectra of post-ionized sputtered neutral
atoms and clusters which have been ejected from a polycrystalline silver surface
under bombardment with 10-keV Xe+ and SF+5 ions under otherwise identical
experimental conditions. The mass spectra were recorded at a resolution of
about m/∆m = 350, which appears to be approximately constant across the
whole spectrum.

Depending on the signal level, the different traces depicted in each panel
were recorded with direct charge digitization or single ion pulse counting, re-
spectively. The conversion factor Famp between both spectra was determined
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Figure 39: Mass spectra of post-ionized neutral atoms and clusters sputtered from a polycrystalline
silver surface under bombardment with 10-keV Xe+ and SF+5 ions incident under 45◦ with respect to
surface normal. Post-ionization laser: 193 nm, ≈ 107 Wcm−2. The data have been normalized to the
primary ion current in order to allow direct comparison between the two projectiles.

from the overlapping signals of Ag5 and Ag6 leading to an average value of
Famp = 550±50. In addition, the signals of monomers and dimers were blanked
from reaching the detector during acquisition of the pulse counting spectra in
order to avoid detector saturation. It is seen that in both cases sputtered neu-
tral clusters containing up to more than 14 atoms can be observed. While the
spectrum obtained under Xe+ bombardment is relatively clean, small peaks cor-
responding to AgnF and AgnS clusters are observed under SF+5 bombardment
which are caused by a projectile induced contamination surface. As already
observed for the indium sample, the magnitude of these signals is negligible for
sputtered neutrals but quite strong in the secondary ion spectrum.

Both spectra depicted in Fig. (39) have been normalized to the primary ion
current in order to allow direct comparison between the two projectiles. Due
to the fact that the total signal heights observed in both spectra are compa-
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rable, it is evident that the respective partial sputtering yields do not change
significantly between Xe+ and SF+5 projectiles.

For a more quantitative evaluation, Fig. 40 shows the integrated signals,
again normalized to the primary ion current, as a function of the number of
atoms in the sputtered cluster.
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Figure 40: Integrated signal of post-ionized neutral Ag atoms and Agn clusters sputtered from a
polycrystalline silver surface under bombardment with 10-keV Xe+ and SF+5 ions versus cluster size
n. The data have been normalized to the primary ion current in order to allow direct comparison
between the projectiles [Gh002].

It is apparent that the partial sputtering yields of silver atoms and dimers
sputtered from a polycrystalline silver surface are enhanced by factors of 1.5 and
1.2, respectively, while the yields of larger clusters remain practically unchanged
upon switching from Xe+ to SF+5 . This observation clearly indicates that the
total sputtering yield under SF+5 bombardment is comparable to that induced by
Xe+ bombardment. It also coincides with what would be expected from a linear
addition of the yields arising from the constituent atoms of the SF5 projectile
impinging with the same velocity (using literature data [An81] measured for Ne
and Ar instead of F and S projectiles, respectively), thus indicating that any
non-linear enhancement of the total sputtering yield under SF+5 bombardment
is small.
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7.2.3 Secondary cluster ions

The mass spectra of positive secondary atomic and cluster ions sputtered from
a polycrystalline silver surface under bombardment with 10-keV Xe+ and SF+5
ions are displayed in Fig. 41.
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Figure 41: Mass spectra of positive secondary atomic and cluster ions sputtered from a polycrystalline
silver surface under bombardment with 10-keV Xe+ and SF+5 ions incident under 45◦ with respect to
surface normal. The data have been normalized to the primary ion current in order to allow direct
comparison between the two projectiles.

The mass resolution visible in the SIMS spectra is similar to that observed
in SNMS spectra (m/∆m = 350). The spectra are recorded in the analog mode
for small clusters and in the pulse counting mode for larger clusters. We display
here only the mass spectra recorded in the analog mode in order to obtain a
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good picture and to clear the small peaks of AgnF+, AgnS+. It is seen that
Ag+n cluster ions up to n = 7 are clearly observed for both projectiles.

From both mass spectra (Fig. 41) two characteristics can be recognized.
There are:

(i) a sharp decrease in the ion intensity at special cluster numbers, for in-
stance Ag+4 and Ag

+
6

(ii) oscillation in the ion intensity at odd-even cluster nuclearity, i.e., the ion
intensity of odd-numbered clusters is larger than that of the adjacent
even-numbered clusters. This behavior has been previously observed for
sputtered coinage metal (Cu, Ag and Au) cluster ions under rare ions
bombardment. Such behavior can be explained on the basis of an elec-
tronic shell model [Ka86], [Ka85]. According to this model, the stability
of the cluster is mainly determined by the spin pairing of valence elec-
trons in the cluster. Therefore, clusters containing an even-number of
valence electrons (odd n) are more stable compared to those having an
odd-number of electrons (even n ). The results are of interest since the
calculated ionization potential of silver clusters exhibits a similar alterna-
tion [Ba71], [Ja92]. In these comparisons, it is important to note that in
the size range covered by Fig. 41 the intensity of neutral clusters (Figs.
39, 40) drops monotonously with increasing cluster size and is therefore
not the contributing factor in producing the observed alternation of the
ion intensity (Figs. 41, 42).

From Fig. 41 some important observations could be recorded :

i) The intensities of Ag+ atom and Ag+n cluster ions by Xe
+ bombardment

are quite low compared with those by SF+5 bombardment, although the
primary ion current of Xe+ is higher 4 times than that of SF+5 .

ii) In the mass spectrum recorded with SF+5 projectiles, cluster ions of AgnF
+

and AgnS+ were formed due to the contamination of the target surface by
fluorine or sulfur of projectile ions. In this respect, it is important to note
that, for very small cluster ions abundance (Ag+4 and Ag

+
6 )the signals

are smaller than those of the corresponding of heteronuclear cluster ions
(Ag4F+ and Ag6F+ ). This finding indicates that the effect of reactive ion
bombardment on the enhancement of the secondary cluster ions is being
large for clusters with small abundance.

iii) In both spectra, a Cs contamination is observed. The origin of this con-
tamination must be due to some cesium contaminated the system from
previous work, since otherwise there is no cesium present in the target.
It is seen that in the mass spectrum recorded under Xe+ bombardment
the cesium signal is higher than that of Ag+ atom, while this signal is
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lower than that of Ag+ atom with SF+5 bombardment. In order to clarify
this point, we have calculated the cesium yield in two spectra by inte-
grating the signals and normalized the integrated values to the primary
ion current. The resulting values are found to be comparable in both
cases,indicating that the yield of cesium ions is not influenced by SF+5
bombardment and confirm that the observed signal of cesium is just a
SIMS effect. Also, Cs is known to be sputtered with a very large ion-
ization probability [Me001]. Therefore, a large Cs+ signal in a SIMS
spectrum does not necessarily indicate a sizeable surface contamination.

Fig. 42(a) shows the integrated secondary ion signals of Ag+ ions and Ag+n
cluster ions - normalized to the primary ion current - as a function of cluster size.
Due to the normalization the difference between the curves directly represents
the variation in secondary ion yields induced by the different projectiles.

The first important observation is that the secondary ions exhibit a much
more pronounced yield increase than the corresponding neutral species. In order
to determine exactly the relative variation of secondary ion yields between Xe+

and SF+5 projectiles, the integrated signals S(n) normalized to the primary ion
current presented in Fig. 42(a) are summed according to

Yions ∝
X
n

n · S (n) (93)

where n is the number atoms in the cluster ion. After evaluating Eq. (93) for
each projectile, it is found that the total ion yield for SF+5 projectiles is 16 times
higher than that of Xe+.

A second important observation concerns the relative intensities of clusters
with respect to that of the monomer. From Fig. 40 and Fig. 42, it is seen
that the relative yields of clusters are practically identical for SF+5 and Xe

+

projectiles. For the case studied here, the relative abundance of sputtered
clusters is evidently not enhanced when polyatomic projectiles are used instead
of atomic ions. Many experiments on cluster formation in sputtering have
indicated that the abundance pattern of sputtered clusters is correlated with
the total sputtering yield in such a way that higher sputtering yields lead to an
increased abundance of large clusters [Wu97]. Since the total sputtering yield
is not significantly changed, one would therefore expect comparable abundance
distributions under Xe+ and SF+5 bombardment. At least for the bombarding
conditions employed here, a non linear (or non additive) enhancement of the
formation of large clusters under bombardment with a polyatomic projectile -
as has frequently been reported in the literature [Be97], [Be00a] - is clearly not
observed.

The same work related to investigate the influence of polyatomic projec-
tiles SF+5 on the secondary ion yields in comparison with monatomic projectile
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Figure 42: (a) Integrated signal of positive secondary Ag+ and Ag+n cluster ions sputtered from a
polycrystalline silver surface under bombardment with 10-keV Xe+ and SF+5 ions versus cluster size
n. ( b) The same data under bombardment with 11-keV Ar+, Xe+ and SF+5 ions [Gh002]. In (a)
and (b) the data have been normalized to the primary ion current in order to allow direct comparison
between different projectiles. The data in (b) have been measured in Arifov Institute at Tashkent
(Uzbekistan).

such as Ar+ and Xe+ have been carried out in Arifov Institute at Tashkent
(Uzbekistan) [Gh002]. In this work a double focusing arrangement consisting
of a magnetic sector and an electrostatic prism was used to detect ionic clusters,
which are sputtered from a polycrystalline silver sample under bombardment
with Ar+, Xe+ and SF+5 ions impinging under 45

◦ with respect to the surface
normal. The primary ions are generated by an electron impact ion source with
axial symmetric magnetic field delivering total beam currents of about 0.6 µA
for Ar+, Xe+ and SF+5 ions. In order to permit a rapid switching between dif-
ferent projectile ions, the ion source was operated with a gas mixture of Argon,
Xenon and SF6, and the desired projectile was selected by means of a Wien
filter. The energy of the primary ions was kept constant at 11 keV. The setup
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is mounted in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure of
about 10−9 mbar. During the experiments, the working pressure rises to about
2 · 10−7 mbar due to the operation of the gas ion source.

The results of this work are displayed in Fig. 42(b) that shows the integrated
signals of Ag+ ions and Ag+n cluster ions sputtered under11-keV Ar

+, Xe+ and
SF+5 bombardment, normalized to the primary ion current. At first sight, it is
seen that the same qualitative observations are made with both experimental
setups. In view of the largely different mass spectrometric techniques employed
in both setups, this finding is re-assuring. In order to calculate the variation
of ion yields between different projectiles, the same summation procedure as
outlined in Eq. (93) is employed. It is found that the ion yields produced by
SF+5 are 200, 19 times higher than that of Ar

+ and Xe+ respectively. These
findings are again in good agreement with our results.

From the comparison of secondary ions with the corresponding neutral data,
it is immediately evident that the strong yield enhancement observed for sec-
ondary ions cannot be due to increased partial sputtering yields, but must be
caused by a more efficient ionization of the sputtered atoms and clusters under
SF+5 bombardment. Under Xe

+ bombardment, the secondary ion signals are
significantly below those of post-ionized neutrals, thus indicating a relatively
low ionization probability which is typical for rare gas projectiles impinging
onto a relatively clean metallic sample. It should be noted again that although
the neutral and ion spectra depicted in figures (41, 39) have been recorded un-
der otherwise identical experimental conditions, the relative signal height does
not necessarily reflect the ionization probability, since the post-ionization pro-
cess leading to the detection of the neutral species is not always here saturated.
This is particularly true for atoms and dimers which are ionized by a two-photon
absorption process. Nevertheless, it is evident that the ionization probability
is strongly enhanced under SF+5 bombardment. In view of the large chemical
matrix effects generally observed in SIMS, this finding is not surprising.

It is known that the presence of electronegative species at the surface often
significantly enhances the formation probability of positive secondary ions, an
effect that is frequently called the “chemical enhancement effect” in SIMS[Yu93].
Since the bombardment with SF+5 projectile ions will inevitably lead to a fluo-
rine contamination at the surface, an enhancement of the ionization probability
is therefore likely to be expected. The ionization probability of silver atoms and
clusters sputtered under rare gas projectile bombardment has been determined
to vary from around 10−4 for monomers to several 10−2 for large clusters (n > 5)
[He2000]. The data displayed in Fig.(40), which are in qualitative agreement
with this finding, now indicate that a sizeable fraction of the clusters sputtered
under SF+5 bombardment leaves the surface as positive secondary ions.
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7.2.4 Conclusion

The experiments reveal that the bombardment of a clean silver surface with
SF+5 projectile ions leads to a drastic increase of the ionization probability of
sputtered Ag atoms and Agn clusters as compared to rare gas ion bombardment
at the same kinetic energy. The partial sputtering yields, on the other hand,
which may be taken as representative of the collisional formation mechanisms of
sputtered clusters, remain practically unchanged. More specifically, the mass
distribution of sputtered particles does not change in favor of large clusters
between SF+5 and Xe

+ projectiles. One must therefore conclude that - at least
in the impact energy region explored here - non linear enhancement effects due
to the polyatomic nature of the SF+5 projectile do not occur. In particular, a
drastically increased abundance of large clusters that has been observed in other
experiments using polyatomic projectiles seems to be absent for the impact of
SF+5 onto silver.
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7.3 Cluster sputtering from silver under bombardment with
SF+m (m = 1, .., 5) projectiles

Expanding on the comparison between Xe+ and SF+5 projectiles presented in
the preceding section, this chapter is devoted to a more systematic investigation
of the role of projectile fluorine nuclearity in sputtering of silver. Also in these
experiments, the Atomika ion source was operated with pure SF6 gas.

7.3.1 Experimental conditions

Fig. 43 shows the residual gas spectrum recorded in the main UHV chamber by
a quadrupole mass spectrometer under these operating conditions. As already
seen for the gas Ar/SF6 mixture (Fig. 24), the intensity of the SF+5 is much
higher than other fragments SF6 and the intensity of SF+3 is higher than that
of SF+4 .
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Figure 43: Mass spectrum of pure SF6 gas recorded by a quadrupole spectrometer : vacuum pressure
5·10−8 mbar.

The integrated abundance of each fragments ion are displayed in the follow-
ing table

SF6 fragment ion SF+5 SF+4 SF+3 SF+2 SF+

relative abundance 84.67 4.7 9.1 1 0.53
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As mentioned above, the use of pure SF6 as feed gas of the plasma ion source
leads to instabilities in the plasma discharge. This behavior, which has been ob-
served for electronegative gases, leads to a discharge oscillation between higher
and lower electron density states [Ch001]. In order to overcome that problem,
the ion source was operated with a lower gas pressure corresponding to (6 ·10−7
mbar in the differentially pumped source region) than in the normal case with
rare gas (6 ·10−6 mbar). Measured under these conditions, the frequency of the
plasma oscillations is observed to decrease, thus making useful experiments with
the extracted ion beam possible. The same observations have been previously
pointed out by Chabert et al. [Ch001] and Corr et al. [Co003]. They demon-
strated that the frequency of the oscillations in the discharge plasma of SF6
or oxygen increases with increasing gas pressure according to a power law de-
scribed by approximately p1.5 , p0.5 for oxygen and SF6 (Fig. 44) respectively
. According to last estimate in the case of SF6 the oscillation frequency at
pressure 6 · 10−7 mbar is lower by three times than at pressure of 6 · 106 mbar.

Figure 44: Frequency of the instability as a function of pressure: measured (circles) and calculated
(squares). The curves are proportional to the square root of pressure

√
p [Ch001].

The operation of the ion source under these conditions is not so easy, because
the breakdown of discharge current and the rise up of discharge voltage will
rapidly take place, if the pressure in the differentially pumped source region
passes below a critical limit which corresponds to around 9 · 10−7 mbar.

Fig. 45 displays the typical ion beam currents of different projectiles that
are delivered under these conditions. It is seen that the projectile ion current
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Figure 45: Projectile ion current delivered by the ion source operated with pure SF6 gas versus mass
of different projectiles (SF+m with m = 1, ..., 5).

increases with increasing projectile nuclearity, until maximal for SF+3 projectile
then decreases with further increase of projectile mass. The same observations
on generating primary ions containing fluorine by using a plasma ion source
similar to that employed here have been previously made by Reuter ([Re84],
[Re87], [Re88a]), who has used different feed gases (CF4, CF4/O2, CF4/N2
and CnF2n+2 with n = 3) and Coburn [Co77]. In all cases, CF+3 was the
predominant species extracting from the ion source.
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7.3.2 Neutral clusters

Fig. 46 shows mass spectra of post-ionized sputtered neutral atoms and clusters
emitted from a polycrystalline silver surface under bombardment with 10-keV
SF+m (with m = 1, .., 5) ions. For comparison, the spectrum obtained with
10-keV Xe+ projectiles is also included.
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Figure 46: Mass spectra of post-ionized neutral atoms and clusters sputtered from a polycrystalline
silver surface under bombardment with 10-keV Xe+ and SF+m (m = 1, . . . , 5) projectile ions incident
under 45o with respect to surface normal. Post-ionization laser: 193 nm ≈ 107 Wcm−2.

Again, the different traces depicted in each panel were recorded with direct
charge digitization or single ion pulse counting, respectively. As before the con-
version factor Famp between both spectra was determined from the overlapping
signals of Ag5 and Ag6 leading to average value of Famp = 550± 50

In addition, the signals of sputtered monomers and dimers were blanked
from reaching the detector during acquisition of the pulse counting spectra of
larger clusters in order to avoid detector saturation. It is seen that sputtered
neutral clusters containing up to 14 atoms can be identified under bombard-
ment with Xe+, SF+5 , SF

+
4 SF

+
3 and SF

+
2 , whereas with SF

+ projectiles clusters
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containing up to 11 atoms can be detected. As a general observation, the signal
intensity of clusters recorded under SF+m bombardment is rapidly decreasing
with increasing cluster size n. As mentioned previously, the mass spectrum ob-
tained under Xe+ is relatively clean, while small peaks corresponding to AgnF
and AgnS clusters are observed under SF+m bombardment.
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Figure 47: Integrated signal of post-ionized neutral Ag atoms and Agn clusters sputtered from
a polycrystalline silver surface under bombardment with 10-keV Xe+ and SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5) ions
versus cluster size n. The data have been normalized to the primary ion current in order to allow
direct comparison between different projectiles.

For a more quantitative evaluation, Fig. 47 shows the integrated signals of
sputtered neutral clusters normalized to the primary ion current as a function of
cluster size. Since all other experimental parameters are identical, the difference
between the curves directly represents the variation of the respective neutral
yields induced by different projectiles. It is apparent that the yields of neutral
silver atoms and clusters ejected from a silver surface under SF+m bombardment
increase systematically with increasing projectile nuclearity m. In addition,
the enhancement of sputter yields between different projectiles is small for Ag
atoms and dimers and increases with increasing sputtered cluster size n. These
findings are in accordance with those already observed for sputtered indium
Inn clusters. As mentioned in section 7. 2. 2, it is evident that the partial
sputtering yields of silver do not change significantly between Xe+ and SF+5 .

7.3.3 Secondary cluster ions

Mass spectra of secondary cluster ions emitted from a polycrystalline silver
surface under bombardment with 10-keV Xe+ and SF+m ions are illustrated in
Fig. 48.
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Figure 48: Mass spectra of positive secondary cluster ions sputtered from a polycrystalline silver
surface under bombardment with 10-keV Xe+ and SF+m (m = 1, . . . , 5) projectile ions incident under
45o with respect to surface normal. The data have been normalized to the primary ion current in
order to allow direct comparison between the different projectiles.

At the first sight, it is important to note that the spectra are very similar
for different projectile ions. All spectra are recorded in the analog detection
mode for small clusters up to 7 atoms and in the pulse counting mode for larger
clusters. We display here only the spectra recorded in the analog mode. The
data have been normalized to the primary ion current in order to allow direct
comparison between the different projectiles. It is seen that the intensity of
Ag+n clusters ions induced by SF

+
2 , Xe

+ and SF+ are quite low compared with
those by SF+5 , SF

+
4 and SF+3 bombardment. As the indium case, maximum

intensity is observed for SF+3 projectile ions.
It is of interest to note that the F and S atoms are mainly combined with

even and odd cluster ions respectively. On the other hand, none of them com-
bines with the monomer. This effect can be attributed to the different electron
configuration between odd and even clusters. Since odd-n clusters have an even
number of valence electrons, whereas even-n clusters have an odd number of
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valence electrons. Therefore, an F atom gains one electron and forms a strong
bond with even clusters, since the remaining even number of electrons is spin-
paired and therefore bonding in character. On the other hand, an S atom gains
two electrons and forms sulfuric components with odd Ag+n cluster ions, again
leaving, the remaining even number of valence electrons in a spin-paired state.
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Figure 49: Integrated signal of positive secondary Ag+ and Ag+n cluster ions sputtered from a
polycrystalline silver surface under bombardment with 10-keV Xe+ and SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5) ions
versus cluster size n. The data have been normalized to the primary ion current in order to allow
direct comparison between different projectiles.

By comparison between SIMS and SNMS spectra ( Fig. 48 and Fig. 46), it
is noted that AgF and AgS clusters appear in the SNMS spectra, whereas none
of them are observed in the SIMS spectra. About the reason for this finding we
can only speculate. It is conceivable that the Ag donates one 5s electron to the
AgF bond and, hence, AgF is a stable molecule with strong ionic bond character
Ag+F−. On the other hand, the formation of AgF+ takes that bonding e− away
that leads to the AgF+ being unstable. Similar behavior occurs between an S
atoms and the Ag i.e., AgS is stable, whereas AgS+ is unstable.

Fig. 49 shows the integrated signals of secondary Ag+ ions and Ag+n cluster
ions normalized to the primary ion current as a function of cluster size. As
for the sputtered neutral clusters, the difference between the curves directly
represents the variation of the respective secondary ion yields produced by
the different projectiles. The first important observation is that in all cases
of SF+m projectile bombardment the yields of secondary ions are higher than
those produced under Xe+ bombardment. A similar enhancement was observed
when a Si (100) surface is bombarded with SF+5 and SF+ in comparison to
Xe+ [Ya98]. A second important observation is the secondary ions yields
of monomers and dimers under SF+3 bombardment are higher compared to
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those produced by other projectiles. This finding is surprising because one
would intuitively expected the highest secondary ion yields for the projectile
containing the largest number of fluorine atoms (SF+5 ).
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Figure 50: (a) The ratio between the integrated signal of Ag2F+ and Ag+2 . (b) The ratio between
the integrated signal of AgF and Ag as a function of projectile mass.

In order to determine approximately the equilibrium concentration of fluo-
rine on the silver surface, we normalize the integrated signal of Ag2F+ to that
of Ag+2 cluster ions. The results, depicted in Fig. 50(a), indicate that the flu-
orine surface concentration increases monotonically with increasing projectile
nuclearity. That indicates the most uptake of fluorine atoms onto the target
surface occurs for SF+5 rather than SF

+
3 projectiles. This finding is corroborated

by the fact that the ratio of AgF and Ag-SNMS signals exhibits qualitatively
the same trend [cf. Fig. 50(b)]. On the basis of these observations, we conclude
that the largest silver ion yields obtained with SF+3 projectiles cannot be solely
attributed to the fluorine surface concentration.

7.3.4 Ionization probabilities

In fact that we cannot determine absolute values of the ionization probabilities
due to the fact that the post-ionized signal in the SNMS is not saturated.
However, we can deduce relative variations of these quantities between different
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projectiles by calculating the ratio of silver ionization probabilities produced by
SF+m to that produced by Xe+ :

α+Agnenhancement =
α+Agn(SF

+
m)

α+Agn(Xe
+)

(94)

The evaluated results as a function of cluster size n are displayed in Fig. 51
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Figure 51: α+Agnenhancement upon transition from Xe
+ to SF+m(m = 1, ..., 5) projectiles as a function

of cluster size n.

It is apparent that for all SF+m projectiles the ionization probabilities of Ag
atoms, dimers and trimers are higher compared to those produced by Xe+ by
factors ranging from 7 to 22 for atoms, from 8 to 35 for dimers and from 18 to
50 for trimers. The largest enhancement of ionization probabilities is observed
for SF+3 projectiles similar to that found for indium (Section 7. 1. 5)

7.3.5 Total sputtering yields

In order to calculate the total sputtering yields of silver for different projectiles,
the neutral signals S(n)-normalized to the primary ion current-presented in Fig.
47 are summed according to

Ytotα
X
n

n · S (n) (95)
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Due to fact that the post -ionization process is not saturated, the data must be
corrected for the different photoionization cross sections of different sputtered
neutral species. For that purpose, we use respective data for sputtered silver
atoms and clusters post-ionized by 157 nm radiation that have been determined
by Wahl [Wa94], [St2000]. The corrected data are displayed in Fig. 52(a)
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Figure 52: (a) Total sputtering yield of polycrystalline silver under bombardment with different 10-
keV projectile ions and (b) energy FD deposited at the surface for impact of different 10-keV projectiles
onto indium as a function of projectile mass (calculated by SRIM).

From the data measured here, only the relative variation of the total yield
between the different projectiles can be determined. In order to arrive at ab-
solute values on the ordinate axis, the data have been normalized to a yield
value of 16.2 atoms/ion which was obtained from experimental sputtering yield
data for Ag target under 10-keV Xe+ bombardment [An81]. Note that this
yield value is low because the data in ref.[An81] were measured under normal
impact angle, while our data are taken under 45◦ impact angle. However, the
relative trends remain unaffected by this fact. It is important to note that for
the set of isoenergetic SF+m projectiles the total sputtering yields increase lin-
early with increasing fluorine nuclearity m in the projectile. In addition, the
total sputtering yield produced under Xe+ bombardment is lower than those
produced by SF+5 and SF

+
4 . This finding confirms that the projectile mass is
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not the dominant influence since otherwise the total sputtering yield produced
by SF+5 and Xe

+ would be expected to be the same because these ions have
almost equal mass. In contrast, the results can be understood on the basis of
a projectile size effect, in which the polyatomic projectiles such as SF+5 collide
with several atoms at the target surface. The number of atoms which partici-
pate in the collision increases with the size of the projectile. The disintegration
of SF+5 projectiles to S and F atoms will lead to an increased energy deposition
at the surface in comparison with the Xe+ projectile, thereby producing higher
sputtering yield than Xe+.

In order to clarify this point some more, we will evaluate the deposited
energy FD for different projectiles. For that purpose, the same procedure as
outlined in Section 7. 2. 5 is employed. The calculated results are displayed
in Fig. 52(b) . It is seen that the deposited energy FD is predicted to increase
with increasing fluorine nuclearity. Moreover, the energy deposited by SF+5 is
higher than that of Xe+. This finding is in good agreement with our experi-
mental results depicted in Fig. 52(a). As a consequence, we conclude that the
yield enhancement observed as a function of increasing fluorine nuclearity of
the projectile is fully understandable in the framework of linear cascade sput-
tering theory. This observation has already been made for indium targets (see
chapter 7. 1) and must therefore be regarded as a general characteristic of the
interaction of SF+m projectiles with metal surfaces in the impact energy range
studied here. By comparison of the results in Fig. 52(a) and Fig. 52(b), it is
found that the yield enhancement with increasing of m up to 4 (with respect
to m = 1) is quantitatively described be the increase of FD, while for m = 5
(SF+5 ) the yield enhancement is found to be slightly larger than the increase
of FD ( factor of 2.5 vs. 1.9 for m = 5 =⇒ 1 ). The last finding may refer
to a small contribution of nonlinear cascades to the sputtering process (spike
regime).

7.3.6 Partial sputtering yields

In order to discuss the efficiency of different projectiles with respect to clus-
ter production in sputtering, we again define the relative enhancement fac-
tor

K1,m (n) =
Y rel
Agn
(SF+m)

Y rel
Agn
(SF+)

(96)

The resulting values are plotted as a function of the cluster size n in Fig. 53

For the set of SF+m projectiles, it is seen that the enhancement observed with
increasingm is more pronounced for larger sputtered clusters. The largest effect
is observed for Ag10, the production of which is enhanced about 16 times as
much as the total sputtering yield upon transition from SF+ to SF+5 projectiles.
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Figure 53: Enhancement factor k [see Eq. (96) for definition] for partial sputter yields of Agn clusters
upon transition from SF+ to SF+m and Xe+ projectiles as a function of cluster size n.

The data presented in Fig. 53 provide clear evidence that the efficiency of
cluster production is significantly increased during the progression from SF+

to SF+5 projectiles. The same behavior has been observed for sputtered indium
clusters. As mentioned in Section 7. 1. 6 this finding is expected since it has
been frequently observed that the relative abundance of sputtered clusters is
correlated with the total sputtering yield [Wu002]. More specifically, the cluster
abundance distribution is changed in favor of large clusters with increasing total
yield as long as atomic projectiles are used. For polyatomic projectiles, it has
been demonstrated that this correlation may not be valid any more if the total
yield significantly exceeds about 30 atoms/ion, indicating a transition into the
“spike” regime of sputtering [He003]. Since all sputter yield values determined
here are below that limit, our data fit well into this picture.

Interestingly, the enhancement factors measured for Xe+ with respect to
SF+ projectiles are clearly higher than those determined for SF+5 . Hence, Xe

+

is more efficient in producing sputtered clusters than SF+5 and other SF+m
projectiles with smaller m . Particularly the former finding appears surprising,
since the monoatomic Xe+ projectile will penetrate deeper into the solid, leading
to less deposition of energy immediately at the surface. As a consequence, the
total sputtering yield imposed by Xe+ impact is smaller than those induced
by SF+5 projectiles, and one would therefore expect lower cluster abundances
for Xe+. The fact that such a behavior is not observed here may relate to the
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incorporation of projectile species (S and F atoms) into the target surface. The
argument is the same as for indium in Section 7. 1. 6 and will not be repeated
here. The effect will lead to a suppress ion of the formation of large sputtered
clusters under SF+5 bombardment in comparison with Xe

+.

7.3.7 Conclusion

The following main points can be extracted from the experiments described
above:

• The enhancement observed of silver secondary ion yields under SF+m (m =
1, ..., 5) bombardment is predominantly caused by an increased ionization
probability of sputtered particles rather than by enhanced partial sput-
tering yields.

• Monatomic Xe+ projectile is more efficient in producing sputtered clusters
than polyatomic SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5) projectiles.

• For set of isoenergetic SF+m projectiles, the total sputtering yield is found
to increase linearly with increasing projectile nuclearity m. This increase
can be almost fully explained by linear cascade sputtering theory.

• For SF+5 projectiles, the obtained total sputtering yield is slightly larger
than that estimated from linear cascade theory. The finding may refer to
small contribution of nonlinear cascades to the sputtering process (spike
regime).
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7.4 Investigation of the bombarded surface by X-ray Photo-
electron Spectroscopy (XPS)

In order to obtain more information about the surface chemistry of silver sub-
jected to SF+m bombardment and to determine the concentration of fluorine at
the bombarded surface as a function of projectile nuclearity, the experiment
was repeated in a different ultrahigh vacuum system containing an X-ray pho-
toelectron spectrometer (VSW). The instrument is equipped with a twin anode
(Mg Kα, Al kα) X-ray source. The spectrometer was interfaced to an VSW
computer system for signal averaging. It is well known that X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) was widely used as technique for the investigation of solid
surfaces. It gives information on elemental composition as well as electronic
states in the surface region of materials [Br90]

7.4.1 Physical basis of XPS

In general the photoelectron spectroscopy is based on a single photon in/ elec-
tron out process i.e. it analyzes the kinetic energy of electrons ejected when
a solid is irradiated with monoenergetic photons. Specially, when x-rays were
used as the exciting photon source, this technique is called x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). In XPS the incident photon is absorbed by an atom in
the target surface, thus leading to ionization and emission of core (inner shell)
electrons. The kinetic energy distribution of the emitted photoelectrons (i.e.
the number of emitted photoelectrons as a function of their kinetic energy) can
be measured using any appropriate electron energy analyzer.

Figure 54: Schematic of photoemission process

By principle of energy conservation, the photoionization process (Fig. 54)
can be described according to the equation
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EKin = hv −EB − φ (97)

where EKin is the measured electron kinetic energy, hv the photon energy of
the exciting radiation, EB the binding energy of the electron in the solid and φ
is the work function. Due to fact that core levels are ionized, EB is only weakly
affected by the chemical bond and thus characteristic of the atom absorbing
the photon.

The most important advantages of XPS are:

i) It can be used to identify and determine the concentration of different
elements in the sample. As for each element, there will be a characteris-
tic binding energy associated with a core atomic orbital i.e. each element
will give rise to a characteristic set of peaks in the photoelectron spectrum
at kinetic energies determined by the photon energy and the respective
binding energies. Therefore, the presence of peaks at particular energies
indicates the presence of a specific element in the sample under study.
Furthermore the intensity of peaks is related to the concentration of the
element within the sample. Thus, the technique provides a quantitative
analysis of the surface composition and is sometimes known by the alter-
native name, Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis ( ESCA)

ii) In addition, the XPS is able to provide information about the chemical
bonds of the detected atoms:

The exact kinetic energy of the photoelectron depends not only upon
the level from which photoemission is occurring, but also upon: (1) the
formal oxidation state of the atom and (2) the local chemical and physical
environment. The changes in either (1) or (2) give rise to small shifts
in the peak positions in the spectrum, so called chemical shifts. Such
shifts are readily observable and interpretable in XPS spectra, since this
technique features a of high intrinsic resolution (as core levels are discrete
and generally of a well defined energy) basically a one electron process,
thus simplifying the interpretation. In the present work we have utilized
the XPS for the two previous advantages.

XPS spectrum
Fig. 55 shows a typical photoelectron spectrum from a polycrystalline

metallic silver sample obtained with Mg kα excitation (hv = 1253 eV).The
peaks in the spectrum denote kinetic energies corresponding to photon-excited
electronic states in the metal. The 3s, 2p, 3d, 4p as well as 4d lines are clearly
seen, the most prominent lines are the 3d3/2 and 3d5/2. Photoemission from
p and d electronic states with nonzero orbital angular momentum produces a
spin-orbit doublet such as the 2p1/2-2p3/2 and 3d3/2-3d5/2 lines as shown in Fig.
55.
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Figure 55: X-ray photoelectron spectrum of a polycrystalline silver excited by Mg Kα (hv = 1253
eV)

The two lines correspond to two states with j = l+1/2 and j = l− 1/2. In
addition, a photon induced Auger (AES) peak for oxygen is clearly observed,
which can be attributed to a KLL Auger de-excitation process following photon
ionization of the k-shell. From Fig. 55 it is evident that every peak is accompa-
nied by an increased background intensity at the low kinetic energy side. This
tail (defined as the background signal associated with the peak) corresponds to
electrons that suffered inelastic scattering and energy loss within the material
before being emitted into the vacuum. When attempting to resolve a complex
photoelectron peak into its individual components, corresponding to different
chemical environments (coordination states) of the element giving rise to the
peak, it is essential to remove the background. Such peak resolution is most
important aspect of the data processing XPS spectra since without the possibil-
ity of performing it unambiguously both the inherent chemical information and
the ability to quantify are lost [Ri90]. As a consequence, the background signal
considers a major problem in the application of X-ray photon electron spec-
troscopy to surface analysis. In order to determine the true peak area or line
shape, the background signal must be removed. For this purpose several meth-
ods have been developed, the most important of them will be briefly outlined
in following
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i) Linear integration

In this method, the background intensity as a function of electron kinetic
energy is approximated by simply drawing a straight line between two suitably
chosen points such as a and b in Fig. 56. The interpolated background signal
is then subtracted before integrating the peak. This method is easy and quick,
and if used in a consistent manner throughout a series of spectra from the same
material, will give good relative accuracy, although not good absolute accuracy.
The linear integration method has already been available in our data handling
system.
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Figure 56: Photoelectron peaks (3p1/2, 3p2/3) of metallic silver showing linear integration method
for background subtraction.

ii) Shirley method

In this method the background intensity at each point is determined by an
iterative analysis to be proportional to the intensity of the total peak area above
the background and to higher energy [Sh72]. That means, for each photoelec-
tron ejected at a particular energy there is a flat background at lower energies.
Thus the true intensity at energy E can be expressed as

It (E) = Iobs (E)−K

Z E

0
It (y) dy (98)

where Iobs (E) is the observed intensity at E that includes the background and
K a proportionality constant that is determined by matching the calculated to
the observed background at some chosen energy below the peak.
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Figure 57: Spectrum simulated by Bishop, corresponding to equal amounts of metallic Fe and Fe2O3.
The dashed line is the shape of the shirley background calculated according to Eq. (98). The two
straight lines indicate two possible positions of a linear background[Br90].

Fig.57 shows the curved background calculated by Shirley,s method. It is
important to note that, the basic form of Shirley background assumes that for
each photoelectron ejected at a particular energy there is a constant probability
to contribute to the background at lower energies. This seems a fair approx-
imation for metals since extrinsic events (inelastic scattering) of small energy
loss can occur by exciting electrons from just below to just above the fermi
level. However, for insulators this is no longer possible and there should be a
clearly observed energy interval after the peak, before the background rises on
the low energy side, proportional to the band gap [Br90]. In the present work
we investigated only a metallic sample, therefore the shirley,s method may give
reliable results.

iii) Tougaard method

Tougaard [To82], [To86] has used the basis of a physical model for electron
transport in solids (deconvolution model) to remove the background in an XPS
spectrum. If j(E) is the measured flux of emitted electrons at energy E from a
homogeneous solid, the primary excitation spectrum F (E) is given by

F (E) = j(E)− λ

Z ∞

E
K(E´−E)j(É)dÉ (99)

where K(É−E) is the probability that an electron of energy E shall lose energy
É −E per unit path length traveled in the solid, while λ is the mean free path
for inelastic electron scattering. In the derivation of Eq. (99) it is assumed that
the cross section for inelastic scattering is identical for all electrons within the
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Figure 58: Upper curve is the experimental photoelectron spectrum of silver and lower curve is the
primary excitation spectrum as determined by Eq. (99). The difference curve is the background signal
of inelastic scattered electrons. The spectrum was recorded by using Al Kα x-rays to excite the core
electrons [To86]

spectrum to be deconvoluted. Equation (99) takes into account the background
produced by all multiple inelastic scattering events. If the elastic scattering may
be characterized by an exponential attenuation length L, then λ in Eq. (99)
becomes replaced by λL/(λ+ L). Then a deconvolution formula is given by

F (E) = j(E)− λL/(λ+ L)

Z ∞

E
K(E´−E)j(É)dÉ (100)

The energy loss in inelastic scattering K(É−E) may be calculated theoretically
from the dielectric response theory. Tougaard has found excellent results by
applying the deconvolution formula Eq. (99) to many peaks in copper, silver,
gold [To86] and aluminum [To87]. Unfortunately, the Tougaard method is not
available in the program package of our data handling system.
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7.4.2 Experimental conditions

The experiments are performed in an VSW analysis system containing :

(i) A twin anode (Mg Kα, Al kα) X-ray source that is used to excite the
investigated surface

(ii) An electron energy analyzer (hemispherical analyzer VSW HA5000) that
can disperse the emitted electrons according to their kinetic energy and
thereby measure the flux of emitted electrons of a particular energy.

In order to establish identical sputter equilibrium conditions as in the TOF-
MS experiments, the Atomika ion source has been mounted on the XPS system
to generate the projectile ions. All components are housed in an ultrahigh
vacuum chamber (analysis chamber) with a base pressure ranging from 10−9 to
several 10−10 mbar. The sample was cleaned in an ultrasound bath containing
isopropanol, then it is introduced in the first chamber (sample preparation
chamber). This chamber will be pumped down to a vacuum below 10−6 mbar.
When the proper vacuum has been achieved, the sample is transferred into the
analysis chamber.

7.4.3 Measurements procedure

• For better stability of the discharge, the ion source is operated with a gas
mixture of Ar and SF6 gas as mentioned previously in Section. 4. 1. 4

• Prior to each experiment, the sample sputter cleaned by 10-keV Ar+ ion
bombardment to remove any contaminations. After that an XPS spec-
trum is recorded (Fig. 55). This spectrum is then utilized as a standard
for clean silver metal. Note that the bombarding ions collide with the
target surface at impact angle of 46◦ which is approximately similar to
that of the TOF-MS measurements.

• The cleaned silver sample is then bombarded with SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5)
ions at the same impact energy of 10-keV with a sufficiently high fluence
to achieve sputter equilibrium conditions (fluence= 30·10−9 A·5·60 s

0.25 cm2·1.6·10−19 As '
2.25 · 1014 ions/cm2). In fact, the generation of the target surface for
XPS study is not trivial due to the acceptance area for the XPS being
much larger than the raster scanned ion bombarded area [Re87], [Nö74].
To overcome this problem, the following measure were taken:

(i) The objective lens of the ion source is switched off to get large ion beam
diameter (1 mm). In addition, the ion beam is scanned i.e., moved line
by line over the target surface

(ii) A total 25 of overlapped areas of the target surface have been raster bom-
barded. In order to determine the bombarded area by XPS spectrometer
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the target is translated in two directions horizontally and vertically (x,
y) and the photoelectron spectrum is recorded as a function of x, y coor-
dinates. Such study is very important to determine the best position to
record the XPS spectrum, the results are displayed in Fig. 59.
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Figure 59: The dependence of Ag 3d and F 1s signals on the variation of x coordinate distance.

The data in Fig. 59 give a good picture about the behavior of both fluo-
rine and silver concentration as a function of position on the sample surface.
When the signal of Ag 3d decreases, the signal of F 1s is increasing. That
behavior is expected because the XPS signal is related directly to the atomic
concentration of an element on the sample under investigation. More clearly,
most of the sample here is clean silver and there is only a small area on the
sample containing F atoms due to the bombardment with SF+m projectile ions.
In the center of the bombarded spot, the XPS signal of silver exhibits a local
minimum, accompanied by a local maximum of the fluorine signal. Based on
that conclusion, all spectra of XPS in further investigations were recorded at
these coordinates.
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7.4.4 Results

Fig. 60 shows the photoelectron spectra of metallic silver after bombardment
with different SF+m projectile ions. The spectra are recorded by using Mg Kα
x-ray photon at energy of 1253 eV.
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Figure 60: X-ray photoelectron spectra of a polycrystalline silver excited by Mg Kα (1253 eV).
The spectra are recorded after the target surface was bombarded with 10-keV SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5)
projectiles.

The setting parameters of X-ray source are:

X-ray source voltage kV 8.5
filament current (A) 2.3
emission current (mA) 5

It is seen that the peaks corresponding to F (1s), Ag (2p) and Ag (3d) are
clearly observed. The F (1s), Ag (2p) and Ag (3d) kinetic energies are found to
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be 564.5, 675 and 880 eV, respectively. These findings are in good agreement
with literature data [Cr99]. As mentioned previously, to obtain a quantitative
information from the photoelectron spectrum, the background signals must be
removed. To achieve this, we used the Shirley method to remove the background
signal. Fig. 61(a) shows the behavior of fluorine signals for different projectiles
after removal of the contribution of background signals.
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Figure 61: (a). The F (1s) region of the XPS spectra after bombardment of a polycrystalline silver
with 10-keV SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5) projectiles. (b) Fluorine surface concentration CF as a function of
fluorine nuclearity m in projectile ( solid and dot lines are results from the data of XPS and TOF-
SNMS, respectively).

It is seen that the F (1s) signal is increased with increasing fluorine nucle-
arity in projectile. In order to determine the concentration of fluorine on the
target surface, the ratio of integrated signals between fluorine and silver is cal-
culated for different projectiles. The resulting data is calibrated with the ratio
of integrated signals of fluorine and silver in XPS spectrum of silver-fluoride
(AgF ) powder that contains on 1/1 for F and Ag respectively. The calculation
was done according to the following equation:
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CF

CAg
=

IF
IAg

· I
AgF
Ag

IAgFF

· C
AgF
F

CAgF
Ag

(101)

Where CF , CAg denote the concentrations of fluorine and silver at the bom-
barded surface, respectively. IF , IAg are the integrated signals of fluorine and
silver in the photoelectron spectrum of the bombarded surface. IAgFAg , IAgFF

are the integrated signals of fluorine and silver in the photoelectron spectrum
of silver-fluoride AgF. CAgF

F , CAgF
Ag are the concentration of fluorine and silver

of silver-fluoride AgF, respectively, hence CAgF
F

CAgF
Ag

= 1. The Eq. (101) has been

calculated for each projectile and the evaluated results are displayed in Fig.
61(b)

It is shown that the fluorine concentration at the target surface under sputter
equilibrium conditions is increased directly with increasing fluorine nuclearity
of the projectile ions. This behavior is in good agreement with what one has
expected. Fig. 61b (dot line) shows the CF estimated from the total sputtering
yield Ytot and fluorine nuclearity m : CF ' m

Ytot(SF+m)
where Ytot (SF+m) is the

measured yield by TOF-SNMS (Section. 7. 3. 5 Fig.52a). It is of interest
to note that the CF estimated by XPS and TOF-SNMS is almost the same.
From Fig. 61(b) it seen that CF does not extrapolate to zero when the fluorine
nuclearity m in projectile is zero. That behavior is not a prior expected. It
may be attributed to:

The effect of the residual gas in vacuum system due to the operation of the
ion source:

In the steady state the rate of the sputtered fluorine atoms is equal to the
arrival rate of fluorine atoms at the surface [Bl75] :

Jp · YF = C◦F · Jp · Ytot =
6 · s√
2πkTM

(pSF6), then: (102)

C◦F =
6 · s

Jp · Ytot ·
√
2πkTM

(pSF6) (103)

Where s is the sticking probability (coefficient) for SF6 molecules, Jp is the
primary ion current density (7.5 ·1011ions/cm2s), YF is the partial sputter yield
of fluorine atoms, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, M is the
mass of SF6 molecules and pSF6 is the pressure (10

−8 mbar). The left-hand
term represents the rate at which fluorine is sputtered, and the right-hand term
represents the arrival rate of fluorine atoms from the gas phase. From Eq. (103)
it is possible estimate the fluorine surface concentration C◦F caused by residual
gas adsorption. By inserting into the Eq. (103) the following parameters:
Ytot ' 10, Jp =

30·10−9 A
1.6·10−19As·0.25 cm2 = 7.5 · 1011ions/cm2s, pSF6 ' 10−8 mbar,
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k = 1.38 · 10−23 J ·K−1, T = 300 K and M = 146 · 1.66 · 10−27 amu: then we
obtain C◦F = s

In fact, we did not found in literature any information about the sticking
probability of SF6 at room temperature. However, the SF6 is inert gas and,
hence, its sticking probability should be small at room temperature.

Chemical shift
The change of chemical state of the silver surface bombarded under 10-keV

SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5) projectiles can be observed by comparison of the obtained
XPS spectrum with the corresponding spectrum of pure metallic silver (Fig.
62b).
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Figure 62: (a) The Ag (3d) region of the XPS spectra of Ag metallic and silver-fluoride AgF. (b) The
Ag (3d) region of the XPS spectra of Ag metallic and silver bombarded with 10-keV SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5)
projectiles.

It is seen that the electron kinetic energy of Ag 3d is increased (for SF+5 )
by ' 0.5 eV in comparison with kinetic energy of Ag 3d of pure metallic silver.
Thus indicating that the silver-fluoride has been formed. This finding is in good
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agreement with the published data of Gaarenstroom [Ga77] who pointed out
the compounds of AgF, AgF2 and Ag2O have binding energies lower (higher
kinetic energies) than Ag metal. An important notice on this observation, the
chemical shift energy of the bombarded surface is lower than the corresponding
of silver-fluoride AgF powder (Fig. 62a). For silver-fluoride AgF the chemical
shift is found ∆E (AgF ) = 0.9 eV with respect to the pure metallic silver
(Fig. 62a). The difference between the magnitude of chemical shift of the
bombarded surface and silver-fluoride AgF may be attributed to: in the case of
the bombarded surface with SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5) not all fluorine atoms will be
bonded with Ag atoms, on the other hand for silver-fluorinde all fluorine atoms
will be bonded with Ag atoms therefore the chemical shift energy is high. Fig.
63a) shows the chemical shift as a function of m , it is found that the ∆E is
increased directly with increasing the projectile nuclearity. The data in Fig.
63a) can be used to estimate the CF by:

CF =
∆E (m)

∆E (AgF )
· 0.5 (104)

The evaluated results are displayed in Fig. 63b) by comparing this figure
with Fig. 61b) we found a good agreement
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Figure 63: (a) Chemical shift and (b) CF calculated by Eq. (104) as a function of fluorine nuclearity
m .
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8 Summary

The sputtering of metal surface clusters under bombardment with polyatomic
and monatomic projectiles was investigated experimentally by means of time-
of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS) characterizing the composition of the
sputtered flux. In order to obtain information about the relative abundance
of clusters among the flux of sputtered particles independent of their charge
state, mass spectra of both secondary ions and sputtered neutral particles are
recorded under comparable experimental conditions. The neutral species are
post-ionized prior to mass analysis by means of photo-ionization using a intense
of UV laser at a wavelength of 193 nm.

As a first step, the formation of sputtered indium clusters under bombard-
ment with SF+5 (m = 1, ..., 5) and Ar+ projectiles is investigated. In these
experiments, a photon energy of the ionizing laser (6.4 eV) is larger than the
ionization energy of indium atoms (5.79 eV) and all indium clusters Inn. There-
fore, the photo-ionization of all neutral species is achieved by absorption of a
single photon (SPI) and, hence, a high ionization efficiency and low fragmenta-
tion rates have been achieved. In addition, the nuclearity and fluorine content
of the projectile is systematically varied. Such conditions give us the possibility
to unravel the behavior of the partial sputtering yields and ionization probabil-
ities as a function of the fluorine content and nuclearity of the projectile. The
investigations demonstrated that the measured secondary ion signals increase
much more than those of the corresponding neutral particles if SF+m projectiles
are used instead of Ar+ ions, indicating that the ionization probability under
bombardment with SF+m is enhanced by a chemical matrix effect induced by
fluorine incorporation into the surface. Interestingly, the largest values of the
ionization probability are observed for SF+3 projectiles. The total sputtering
yield is found to be larger for SF+m compared to Ar

+ projectiles and to increase
linearly with increasing m. Both findings are shown to be understandable in
the framework of linear cascade sputtering theory. The partial sputtering yields
of Inn clusters exhibit a stronger enhancement than the sputtered monomers,
the magnitude of the effect increasing with increasing cluster size and projectile
nuclearity.

A second step, the formation of sputtered silver clusters under bombardment
with Xe+ and SF+5 bombardment is investigated. It is found that measured
Ag+n signals increase significantly if SF

+
5 projectiles are used instead of rare gas

Xe+ ions of the same kinetic impact energy. On other hand, the signals of
neutral Ag atoms and Agn clusters exhibit only a relatively small increase, thus
indicating that the enhancement observed for secondary ions is predominantly
caused by an increased ionization probability of sputtered particles under SF+5
bombardment rather than by enhanced partial sputtering yield. The mass
distribution of sputtered particles does not change in favor of large clusters
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between SF+5 and Xe
+ projectiles This finding shows that the use of polyatomic

SF+5 projectiles does not lead to a higher efficiency in producing sputtered
clusters.

Expanding on the comparison between Xe+ and SF+5 projectiles, we have
investigated the influence of fluorine projectile nuclearity on sputtering of silver
by bombarding the target surface under SF+m (m = 1, ..., 5) projectiles. The
results demonstrated that the total sputtering yield produced by a set of isoen-
ergetic SF+m projectiles is increased linearly with increasing projectile nuclearity
m. This increase can be almost fully explained by linear cascade sputtering the-
ory. For SF+5 projectiles the obtained total sputtering yield is slightly larger
than that estimated from linear cascade theory. The finding may refer to small
contribution of nonlinear cascades to the sputtering process (spike regime).

Finally, the experiments are repeated in a different ultrahigh vacuum sys-
tem containing an X-ray photoelectron spectrometer in order to obtain more
information about the surface chemistry of silver subjected to SF+m bombard-
ment and to determine the concentration of fluorine at the bombarded surface
as a function of projectile nuclearity. The results show that the concentration
of fluorine atoms at the bombarded surface increases directly with increasing
fluorine nuclearity in the projectile. In addition, the silver peaks of photo-
electron spectrum are shifted to higher kinetic energy ranging from 0.2 to 0.5
eV depending on the fluorine nuclearity m . This indicates the existence of
silver-fluoride (AgF). These results are largely consistent with those obtained
by secondary neutral time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF-SNMS).

However, the physical reason for the observed, extraordinarily high ioniza-
tion probability in the case of SF+3 bombardment remains unclear.
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